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GO OUT IN DARKNESS

Perhaps the strongest reason for many to remain in the Adventist Church is the statement in EW 271:

"The numbers of this company had LESSENED. Some had been SHAKEN OUT and LEFT by the way." EW 271.

It has taken us many years - looking at that statement, to really see what it is saying. This statement, taken by itself, can NEVER be understood. It must be taken from the ORIGINAL, with the FOOTNOTES. In EW 271, both the FOOTNOTES and the ASTERISK, the STAR pointing to the FOOTNOTES - BOTH are MISSING! But take it from T1:182.

It is easy to set the truth forth from T1:182. But it will not be easy for a mind brainwashed by years and years of tradition of the Elders that makes the Truth of God of non-effect. To break with tradition and look the truth square in the eye will not come easy. In fact it will require a major conversion, it will mean the changing of one's entire life and outlook. That is why most will not even want to look at it. It might just bother them.

IF I WAS A JEW

If I was a Jew in the Days of Christ, and I was proud of my Jewish ancestry and heritage - I was proud to belong to the one and only Church - I was proud to be able to attend the Synagogue every Sabbath - and I certainly would not be like those ORANGUTANS, those RAGMUFFINS, that SCRAGGLY crew who once in awhile came in to disturb the meetings and the tranquillity of the Sabbath.

Who do not go along with everything the Rabbis say, even if read from the Old Testament Prophets, about the hope of Israel and God's people - how God had BLESSED this people above all the people on Earth.
How He gave them the Oracles, the Books of Moses, the Cov-
ernant. How Solomon, the wisest man on Earth, had built the
temple. We call it Solomon's Temple.

WHY — envos come from all over the civilized world just to
stand and gaze at this seventh wonder of the World! With its
magnificent spires and majestic grandness. How proud indeed I
am of my son — Isaac, and also Joseph, who have won their
first baccalaureate degrees, now well on the way to be some-
thing in the Rabbinical orders, not just some shepherder with
nothing but a blanket.

It is unthinkable that we, our family, with a place on the
Grand Council, would do ANYTHING to upset the status quo,
the ceremonies or the system that God has established for this
— His people.

TWELVE DISCIPLES

Imagine John the Baptist and other Prophets, then Christ
Himself with His disturbing miracles and His teaching that the
Rabbis, that they could not answer except with the sword — for
my part, I do not like a bit of it.

And then those Twelve Disciples, ORANGUTANGS all, among
those fishermen there always was an unruly lot. Never satis-
fied with anything, always stirring up trouble. If there was
none — they made it. Accusers of the Brethren. Full of gall
and bitterness.

Always bickering and caviling and finding fault with things that
surely did not matter all that much, not to the point of bring-
ing in disunity in this, our Holy Order.

This ORANGUTANG crew would go down the road, Christ in
front — and then Twelve Disciples after, dogs barking, little
children coming out to stare — what will strangers think of our
Holy City? What is it coming to? Is no one ever satisfied with
things as they are? All this silly agitation about REFORM! RE-
FORM! One would think they would have enough common de-
cency to let the rabbis look after that. We had a good sermon
come two Sabbaths ago — the need for reform, we need no
ORANGUTANGS to tell us that! We know it better than they
will ever know it! You just can't be going around thinking of
nothing else all the time. There are things to be done! Let's
do them! We have to get ready for the fight with the Ro-
mans.  
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That ORANGUTANG crew would sweep through town, you would think they had nothing better do do - once in awhile one of them would stop and talk to a stranger or two, to explain what was going on. But for the most part, everyone would hang on His every word, I did not like it, it upset the Rabbis so. Not all know this, but my two sons, in the confines of the Synagogue, they would get into a great huddle and excitement. It bode no good. Such things are not for the best interests of the people, especially the Roman Guard coming in and breaking in, again and again.

For some strange reason, even though the High Priest personally went to Pilate, these ORANGUTANGS are tolerated, and if there is a disturbance, they push US back! And give the right of way to this motley crew. But then, I suspect that they know we are getting ready to give those Romans their comeuppance and what—for, to show them that we Jews, the chosen people of God – are not about to be pushed around by any arrogant Roman soldiers, think of it! Ordering US around, when it is our office to order THEM around! Or so it SHOULD be!

I guess these Romans are getting a kick out of listening to this Christ, this Leader of the ORANGUTANGS - telling our people to be at peace with the government, pay them taxes and all - the very things our Rabbis have been fighting for years - before He came along.

There is no question we will win over all of them, the Rabbis read it from the Scrolls, every Sabbath. Yet one disturbing development, this CHRIST of theirs, has lately taken to reading the Scrolls Himself.

Why the Rabbis allow it I do not know. I voted against the practice. But some of them, in fact most of them, I am ashamed to say - seen to be eager for Him to read the Ancient Scrolls, full of curiosity and eagerness to hear His interpretation of them, and the inflection He gives to them. I tell you, it is nothing like we have been used to hear and believe!

The Rabbis and all the people form into little knots after the reading and interpretation - discussing the meaning as He gives it. Which, if true - does not spell well for our Holy City. I cannot see how any of that will do any good, all this tearing down at a time like this.
To destroy the faith of the people, to doubt the success of our mission, of throwing off the Roman yoke once and for all - as is clearly the will of Jehovah as portrayed by the prophecies of Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ezekiel. I don't care what KIND of interpretations these ORANGUTANGS put on it. I know that Judas for one is broad-minded enough to believe in this Movement of Destiny, its place in the sun. He is influencing the others as well.

Now you imagine coming to such a people as this with an interpretation diametrically opposed to the teaching of our Chief Rabbis and High Priest - calling on us Jews just when we are having some unity of purpose, gathering arms and supplies, and then hear: "PEACE WITH ALL MEN!"

This ORANGUTANG movement coming in at a time like this, to disrupt, criticize, find fault, condemn, and even go so far, I heard last Sabbath - to call on our people to LEAVE the Church! LEAVE the Holy City! Just in a time when the help of ALL is needed - IN UNITY! Telling us to flee into the wilderness beyond Jordan. Because we are NOT going to be victorious in our LOUD CRY against the Romans. Did you ever hear of such offbeat interpretations in all your life?

TO LAODICEA

Yes, I understand you Adventist JEWS sending back the papers - "Not wanted!" "Return to sender!" (1 in 100 to 200.)

SO THERE WE STAND

(1) True Jew on one side. Supporting the Rabbis.
(2) ORANGUTANGS on the other side. Most of them agree that 144,000 Adventists will give the LOUD CRY - and a purer, holier people will arise as the rubbish goes OUT! With that KIND of interpretation, I cannot for the life of me see how they justify their existence as an OFF-SHOOT MOVEMENT. What is there OFF-SHOOT about THEM? Why not stay IN the Holy City - if they recognize the Laodicean right to give the LOUD CRY! Then why not put their shoulders to the Laodicean wheel and PUSH the movement over the top? Victory being just in sight! (As it has been for 100 years.)

Yes! It is quite evident from the above - that we certainly have some explaining to do. Which is as follows: 
(1) The SHEPHERD'S ROD led out in teaching that 144,000 lukewarm Laodiceans would get hot and go out and give the LOUD CRY! That they were False Prophets and deceivers was abundantly proven in the Spring of 1959. The END of SR.

(2) Then FROOM manipulated his great master plan - hired the hirelings - Brinsmead & Wright of Australia, Hudson & Durst of America - to upset the Reform apple cart, regroup the SHEPHERD'S ROD and other unruly elements, make a big drive for the last roundup - MISSION 1971.

Ready for the onslaught against the Romans in that LOUD CRY blitz-krieg - train the ORANGUTANGS for their place in the fast Westering Adventist Sun - MISSION '72 - all set and raring to go - MISSION '73! THAT was Billy Graham's target year KEY '73! Which they had planned since the Berlin Congress in 1966-!!!

All the doctrines of the Reform, and all the Reform top leaders - did NOTHING to STOP this MOVEMENT of DESTINY - executed with great precision and skill - successful to the 9th degree! Brinsmead had the REFORM eating out of his hand! Nicolicci - Durst - Hiebert - Radar - Pestes - Robertson - Burns - Liela Wilkinson - Helen Cunningham - Al Friend - Al Carpenter - Jenkins - Schimpf Brothers - the wave of enthusiasm engulfed them all to a greater or lesser degree, their membership swept off their feet - this was the excitement they were looking for! Everyone was jubilant!

WHY - those REFORMERS forgot all about their DRUGS - for the greater good of sheepish UNITY! Or at best - taught in harmony with RBD! On too many points. Such as NO WORKS! And the curse of LEGALISM! Right up Rogerite alley. Many were glad to get into harness again - Second Elders, Deacons, Organ Players, Sabbath School Teachers - Oh! This was just like OLD TIMES!

Brinsmead & Wright pulled a major switch in March and May of 1972 - came into line with the Maxwell book, the HMSR book, the EEC book - into line with EVANGELICAL and ENGLISH JEW CONCEPTS! ONE-WORLD GOVERNMENT-!!!

(1) Faith ALONE! (2) I AM SAVED! (3) No further EFFORT! (4) Grace sets Christ in our stead. We can now teach in harmony with the principle Churches of Babylon on these and other basic issues.
(5) No Character/Nature change till Christ-Messiah comes! Never dreamed they could swing RDB or FTW over to that one, but \textbf{MONEY TALKS!} Froom made it! Through Heppenstall. And \textbf{ONE MILLION DOLLARS} to put Brinsmead's new show on the road. They got \textbf{WRIGHT} for a measly \$50,000. or thereabouts. To make his switch. And what did the computer reveal? 95% halted but for a moment, then fell into step with the new tempo and got into stride the day that truth died. \textbf{NOTHING} to it! A few, only a very few, of the \textbf{ORANGUTAN}G said anything about it at all!

\textbf{RUE} did a marvelous job of double talking, Chester Anderson - faithful to RDB for ten years - wrote some sort of a paper or two. Must have been ashamed of it - \textbf{UNSIGNED!} Calling RDB back to his first position.

Then there was an Elder Cummings from Guatemala, but for the most part they stood back in awe as they saw the movement take the switch and an about-turn with barely missing a beat! It was the \textbf{CHARISMA} of the leaders that did it! Plus the smell of victory in the air! Who cares about an odd doctrine or two? Let's get the show on the road! The \textbf{THRUST!} The \textbf{BREAKTHROUGH!} The \textbf{TIME SETTING - KEY '73!}

Not for nothing did they plan this since the SDA Ministry took in the Berlin Congress of \textbf{EVANGELICALS} in 1966. Billy Graham's target date - \textbf{KEY '73!}

\textbf{KEY '73!}

Yes! Everything went smoothly! As planned. Every detail.

\textbf{EXCEPT ONE!}

They invested close to \textbf{ONE MILLION DOLLARS} in E.E.Cleveland down Port-a-Prince and Haiti way - to learn techniques - How to do it and all!

Then, to encourage the Blacks - set three Blacks in charge of \textbf{KEY '73} in WCC - NCC - SDA. So the Black community would be all for it. The Whites being brainwashed by a decade of Black power so they went along with it.

\textbf{BUT!}
BUT WHAT—??? But then, I almost forgot — BILLY GRAHAM, the chief organizer for it all — in full control at the console panel — WCC—NCC—NAE—WCE—SDA — knaves who make a trap for fools — brought in the CATHOLICS into KEY ‘73 to lend their influence in the fall! For the 1st time in history we saw the three-fold union. KEY ‘73!

BUT WHAT—??? But with all their success — it was a complete and total FLOP! All for NOTHING at all! Heap big smoke — but no fire! All night prayers or no. The big EXPLOSION never came!

After all the other Churches testified to no LATTER RAIN, only a BIG DRIP — the Adventists gathered in their soggy tent — looked each other in the eye — and with surprising candor ADMITTED the BIG FIZZLE!

The President of the General Conference, seeing all the wasted effort — MILLIONS of DOLLARS down the drain — less converts than in 1972! NO REAL CONVERTS AT ALL IN AMERICA! (See MISSION POSSIBLE; Gottfried Oosterwal — BBH — $2.95.)

For years there was an agitation among the emotional Blacks in South America, Central America, Mexico, Africa, Korea, and the Isles of the Seas — this has been going on in ALL Churches for a decade and which is turning the Adventist Church — BLACK! There was this usual BLACK increase — but among the WHITES — NOTHING! No doubt the developing and poorer nations smell FAMINE in the air, and AMERICA has poured MILLIONS into religious coffers, why not again? A napkin and a bowl of soup!

WHY? WHY THE FAILURE? Why was the President of the General Conference featured on the front page of the R&H — and why an entire issue of the SDA MINISTRY MAGAZINE — calling for a tightening of the belt and a second look at the ECUMENICAL WAGON bogged down in a sand trap?

WHY?

We told you steadily since the SHEPHERD'S ROD FIASCO when they went WACKY to WACO — 1959. That the SR doctrine only built up the EGO of the Adventist to greater heights and visions of grandeur. It was as though FROOM planned and directed the SR movement as he did the AWAKENING!
So their FAILURE would BUILD UP the Adventist - PRIDE goeth before a fall - so they had the biggest fall of all!

As the realization of these facts poured in to the computers at headquarters in Washington, D.C. - as accusations thundered around him in increasing tempo - as he realized his 40 years of scheming all gone in smoke, the windbag was deflated - the image of Froom up and died!

OUR PLANS:

We have little or no hope - from years of experience, that the Adventist or the Awakener will wake up and face reality - the bottle they have been imbibing from is not quite dry yet. The CURSE is on the FRUITLESS TREE - there will be no ARISINGS from this people. No "going on to victory!" As is the ever-resurrected hope of the Rogerites and their wild dreams and delusive visions. SM 1:180; 2:19.

EVENTS

We hope that some will be aroused with the Midnight Cry. Believe it or not, the BIGGEST church is OUT of the church. The Adventists disfellowshipped so many, or who otherwise left the Church - there are more EX-MEMBERS now than MEMBERS in many cities. Many of whom know the truth BETTER than the remaining ADVENTISTS do, in fact that is why so many of them LEFT - they could not stand the feed of husks. They decided no longer to be companions of FOOLS!

"There are ministers and workers who will present a tissue of nonsensical falsehood as testing truths, even as the Jewish Rabbis presented the maxims of men as the bread of Heaven. These are given to the Flock of God...a burning desire to get up something STARTLING, and bring it in as NEW LIGHT. Thus are men weaving into the web as important truths a tissue of lies. THIS IMAGINARY FOOD that is being prepared for the flock will cause spiritual consumption, decline, and death." RH 4:257,311. Jan. 22 - June 18, 1901. T6:132. TM 337,455.

"Many will stand in OUR pulpits with the torch of false prophecy in their hands, kindled from the hellish torch of Satan."

Accusers of what Brethren? These are your BRETHREN?
Like attracts like, and like appreciates like, and like becomes like like. See PP 176. MB 25,81. SG 2:201. T1:100. T5:136, 463,705.

"He that walketh with WISE men shall be WISE; but a companion of FOOLS shall be DESTROYED...DESTROYED for lack of JUDGMENT." Prov. 12:20,23.

Do not walk with FOOLS in the Midnight Hour – be a companion of the WISE! “Go ye OUT to meet Him!”

As the Church goes deeper and ever deeper into Apostasy, some, not so sensitive - will finally awake to what has been going on - and they will remember their Brethren who went out before them.

And write and send them the facts and evidence, and apologize that they did not see this sooner. Thus heart will meet with heart, and once again appreciation for the truth will take possession of the Soul. Praise God that this has always been the case since Abel tried to get away from Cain. Not all - but some make it. May we be one of them that flees Jerusalem in time. DA 232,378. Or meets in that Upper Room - "For fear of the JEWS!"

The Church leaders are very vociferous about any so-called OFF-SHOOTS who have enough life left after the Adventists get done with them, TO TALK BACK! But are strangely silent about the humble souls who go quietly away, licking their wounds, and finding comfort in the World.

The Lord and the Holy Spirit and the Holy Angels, think MORE of one of these hidden Jewels than a ferry-load of Laodicean riffraff, and Black and White trash.

"Every JEWEL will be brought OUT and gathered, for the hand of the Lord is set to recover the REMNANT...the SCATTERED JEWELS who have not yet come to the LIGHT of the PRESENT TRUTH, and has shown that the MESSENGERS should speed their way to them as fast as possible, to give them the LIGHT...God's eye was upon His JEWELS, and He would have directed to them His called and chosen MESSENGERS." EW 61,70,100.
PREPARATION FOR THE END

"IN the battle IN the Day OF the Lord. I was pointed to those who CLAIM to be Adventists, but who reject the PRESENT TRUTH, and saw that they were CRUMBLING and that the hand of the Lord was in their midst to DIVIDE and SCATTER them now in the GATHERING TIME, so that the precious JEWELS among them, who have formerly been DECEIVED, may have their eyes OPENED to see their true state. And NOW when the TRUTH is presented to them by the Lord's Messengers, they are prepared to LISTEN, and SEE its beauty and harmony, and to LEAVE their former associates and errors, embrace the precious truth and stand where they can DEFINE (make known) their position." EW 69.

"And it shall come to pass in THAT DAY, that the Lord shall set His hand again the second time to recover the REMNANT of His people...and shall assemble the OUTCASTS of Israel, and GATHER together the DISPERSED of Judah from the four corners of the Earth..."

"And the REMNANT that is ESCAPED of the House of Judah shall again take root downward, and bear fruit upward; For OUT of Jerusalem shall go forth a REMNANT, and they that ESCAPE OUT of Mount Zion: the zeal of the Lord of Hosts shall do this...The Lord God which GATHERETH the OUTCASTS of Israel saith...His watchmen are BLIND; they are all IGNORANT, they are all DUMB DOGS, they cannot BARK; SLEEPING, lying down, loving to slumber. Yea, they are GREEDY DOGS which can never have enough, and they are Shepherds that cannot understand...


Some will make their preparation for the end by fleeing OUT of the Synagogue of Satan (Not a Church!) in time, in the Midnight Hour. Obedient to the 11th Hour Messengers that no man (No Church) would HIRE! And are idle in the marketplace but the Lord puts them to work for ONE HOUR. From 11:00 p.m. to MIDNIGHT! These do not just echo doctrine that they think will be POPULAR; that is why no man (No Church) would HIRE them, they were not HIRELINGS! From the ranks of these honest souls, we expect to find God's Jewels that will accept, what Adventists have dropped.
MY FIRST VISION

(1) There is a path cast high above the World.
(2) On this path the real Advent people went to the city.
(3) There was a bright LIGHT at the BEGINNING of the path.
(4) This bright LIGHT shone all the way along the path.
(5) Many stumbled and fell to the wicked World below.
(6) Because they paid little heed to the bright LIGHT.
(7) What was the bright LIGHT that the Adventists stumbled and fell over in 1973?
(8) As the Shepherd's Rod stumbled and fell over in 1959?
(9) With the exodus of all the Reformers BACK into the Holy City in MISSION 1971 - ready for the LOUD CRY!
(10) Did it matter that FROOM had turned the signpost around? Pointing to the downward march to perdition?
(11) As the JEWS in OLD JERUSALEM - all that much ADO about NOTHING!

LET'S START ALL OVER AGAIN-!!!

1846 BROADSIDE

(A) A bright LIGHT set at the FIRST END of the path.
(B) The BEGINNING of the LAST MOVEMENT, EW 14-5. WTF 15.
(C) For the further END of the path leads right into the Holy City - translation without seeing death!
(D) But BEFORE this GENUINE MOVEMENT gets under way - Satan seeks to PREVENT it bringing in a COUNTERFEIT. "Gather ye FIRST the TARES for the BURNING!"
(E) FROOM’S MOVEMENT - as FROOM’S AWAKENING gathered in the Shepherd’s Rod and other unruly Reform elements and ORANGUTANGS for the big onslaught against the Romans - KEY ’73.
(F) This then was a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY FROM the luke-warm LAODICEANS!
(G) But the truth of the matter is - the STRAIGHT TESTIMONY is to go TO the LAODICEANS and not FROM them! This even the true-blue JEWS will find a hard time to DENY! The STRAIGHT TESTIMONY comes TO the CHURCH!
(H) The message is not "Go ye IN to meet Him." But the message is "Go ye OUT to meet Him!"
(I) This is the bright LIGHT at the BEGINNING of the path!
(J) Of course, a good Jew - those who "SAY they are JEWS, but who LIE, and ARE NOT!" can stop reading about now. This is NOT what he wants! He will STILL believe in his Holy City even if 2,000,000 of them are CRUCIFIED upside down or go into slavery, starvation, or whatever. - 11 -
Even with the streets of Jerusalem slippery with the blood of Jew killing Jew - BEFORE the Romans batter down the walls! GC 31-38. 1884 SOP 4:29-38.

**LET'S START ALL OVER AGAIN!**

(1) The **BEGINNING** of the **PATH** is the **BEGINNING** of the **SEALING**! No one can be **SEALED** unless they **SIGH** and **CRY**, and do so **ALOUD**, without **SPARING**, for **ALL** the **ABOMINATIONS** that be done **IN THE CITY**!

(2) "**MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE.**" T3:267. RH 2:49. T5: 505. GC 609.

(3) The **BEGINNING** of the path is the **MIDNIGHT CRY**!

(4) The **MIDNIGHT CRY** is the Straight Testimony **TO** (Not **FROM**) the Laodiceans. "**Go ye OUT to meet Him!**"

(5) Now we come back to EW 71. And that misunderstood **TEXT.** "**Some had been shaken OUT and LEFT by the way.**"

(6) Now perhaps we are in a condition to ask the obvious question - shaken **OUT** of **WHAT**?

(7) Well, the answer is there **BIG as a LIGHT** - shaken **OUT** of a **COMPANY**!

(8) What **COMPANY** is this? **OUT** of the **LAODICEANS**?

(9) The **LAODICEANS** are **NOT** a **COMPANY**! The **LAODICEANS** are an **ARMY**!

(10) **STANDARD DICTIONARY OF FACTS:** The number of men that constitute an **ARMY** can be very flexible. On April 1, 1917 - the American regular army consisted of 127,368 men. On November 11, 1918 - Armistice Day, the American army in France numbered 1,950,000 men.

This term and this number can be broken up into standing army, regular army, National Guard, Reserves. First, second, and third army.

The army has divisions, brigades, regiments, battalions, companies, platoons.

A rifle company can consist of 250 men plus six officers, organized in four platoons. A machine gun company can consist of 172 men plus six officers, organized in three platoons.

**DO YOU SEE THE PICTURE-???

[Diagram: A Company Straight Testimony to LAODICEAN 2,000,000 ARMY]
If the WIND blows EAST - don't tell me it blows WEST!

If the Straight Testimony is TO the Laodiceans -
   Don't tell me it is FROM the Laodiceans.

If the NUMBERS of the company LESSEN -
   Don't tell me the NUMBERS of the army LESSEN.

They boast that there is no LESSENING of the LAODICEANS!
But there has been, and will be, MORE of a LESSENING in the
REFORM RANKS as each finds his own as more TURNOATS go
over to the LAODICEANS! More and more as the decisive hour
draws nigh. As FEAR sweeps the World, and men draw back
into SECURITY! The keepers of the Holy City - SECURITY is
here! The mesmerizing chant has great power!

The true little Church appears about to fall - but it does not
fall - the sinners in real Zion are shaken OUT - as they go
BACK - like JUDAS!

They go OUT of the truth!
They go OUT of the light!
They go OUT of the books in Heaven!
They are swept OUT of the Book of Life!

As the man with the dirt brush puts His JEWELS back into their
place - OUT goes the RUBBISH! IN to the Laodicean Church!

   They go OUT into DARKNESS!
   Where is the DARKNESS? In the Midnight Hour?
   Is it not IN the LAODICEAN CHURCH?

All that anyone needs to do is go OUT of the LIGHT, OUT of
the TRUTH - back IN to the place of DARKNESS! Or has the
MIDNIGHT CRY no meaning at all? And you see BLAZING
LIGHT in that place—??? Poor, blind LAODICEAN!

"What GREATER DECEPTION can come upon human minds...
They are doing the work of SATAN...This message must be
borne TO a LUKEWARM CHURCH!" T3:252, 259.

"The spirit of HATRED which has existed with some because
the WRONGS among God's people have been REPROVED has
brought BLINDNESS and a fearful deception upon their own
souls, making it IMPOSSIBLE for them to DISCRIMINATE be-
tween right and wrong."
"They have put out their own spiritual eyesight." T3:266.

I have never yet seen any paper describing the above.

(1) One of the most important principles imaginable.
(3) A catalogue of texts showing how the human mind is like a radio or TV set. That if one tube begins to fail, it can pull down another. There is sympathy between one and another. What affects one, may react on all. How easy it is to injure our own soul.
(4) If we reject light – we will be given NO MORE LIGHT, until we accept the light we already have.
(5) If we reject light – we will go into darkness – corresponding to the light that we reject.
(6) That if we associate with an apostate, we will be imbued with his spirit. TM 290.
(7) That like attracts like, and like appreciates Like, and like becomes like Like. PP 176. MB 25,81. SG 2:201. T1: 100. T5:136,463,705.
(8) That we can have all the Bibles, Testimonies, and truth by the truckload; there is not the slightest value in it. (A) Except we have the Holy Spirit to impress it on our MINDS. (B) That if we intend to find truth to OBERRY. For there is no other way.
(9) "He that DOETH the will of My Father which is in Heaven, he shall KNOW of the doctrine."
(10) Those who delay, stall, procrastinate, become indifferent, make no effort – the truth will be taken FROM them. This is the astonishing principle that I for one have heard NO SERMON, seen NO WRITINGS, by ANYONE – stressing this great Testimony teaching. For it is of the utmost importance, it is in fact the secret between LIFE and DEATH of the soul!
(11) That if we go past a certain point, especially if we keep dwelling on the ERROR, and keep TEACHING it in spite of evidence to the contrary – we will be "GIVEN OVER TO BELIEVE A LIE!"
(12) We will be given over to the deceptions that we love! One of my sons said: "That does not seem to be FAIR!"

It does not seem to be fair that God would CHOOSE our very delusions. So I had to hurry and find a reason for why God would do that, and why it is just.
Rather than be a Halfway Christian, which is what is wrong with the Billy Grahams— they Satisfy the Soul-hunger at a Halfway House. Where they will be lost just as surely as the very worst sinner— so they STOP with Brinsmead and Heppenstall, at JUSTIFICATION the Work of a Moment— and do not go on to SANCTIFICATION, the Work of a LIFETIME. The popular religions leave them satisfied at the bottom of the mountain, leading them to think they are on top.  I AM SAVED!  At the very FIRST meeting!  What a farce!

I AM SAVED-!!!

"There is NOTHING so offensive to God...Of all SINS it is the most HOPELESS, the most INCURABLE."  COL 154-5.

Why should anyone strive to reach higher ground, IF THEY ARE SAVED?  That is why I was so violently opposed to the JONES— BALLenger— FRED WRIGHT RELIGION of IMAGINING that they were SAVED— SINLESS— PERFECT— WHOLE— NOTHING WANTING or whatever else would delight the SIMPLE or confound the WISE, leading to HOLY FLESH!  "Ye shall be as GODS!"  Puffed up in their fleshly minds.

Rather than that they go ON, since PRIDE goeth before a fall— let them go on from one delusion to the other, so that hopefully, some morning they will wake up, and stop and think: WHERE AM I?  WHAT HAVE I DONE?  How could I end up like this?

And perhaps they will find REPENTANCE, if it is not too late, and come back to their RIGHT MIND. THEREFORE, like NEbu-CHADNEZZAR, let them EAT HAY for awhile, till they come down off their high horse. This is also the reason for accidents, that they may come to their senses.

Also, if God CHOOSES their DELUSIONS, if they only went HALFWAY into error and wickedness, others may be led to FOLLOW their example. But let them rather go so FAR and SO LOW— that others will recognize them FROM A MILE AWAY! And not be fooled by them.

These are some of the reasons why God will CHOOSE their very DELUSIONS.  (A) So they may become HORRIFIED at what is happening to them.  (B) So OTHERS will not be deceived by them.  "So then because thou are LUKEWARM."
"Has not BLINDNESS fallen upon the watchmen standing on the walls of Zion? Are not many of God's servants unconcerned and WELL SATISFIED...???

"MANY will depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils. THEY do not discern what spirit has taken possession of THEM..."

"Yea, THEY have chosen their own ways, and THEIR soul delighteth in THEIR abominations. I also will CHOOSE their delusions, and will bring their FEARS upon them; because when I called, none did answer; when I spake, they did not hear..."

"God shall send them strong delusion, that they should BELIEVE A LIE...because they received not the LOVE..." (They were authorities on every other kind of LOVE.)

"...they received not the LOVE of the TRUTH, that they might be saved..."

WHAT STRONGER DELUSION!

"What stronger DELUSION can beguile the mind than the pretense that you are building on the RIGHT FOUNDATION and that God accepts YOUR works, when in reality YOU are working out may things according to worldly POLICY and and sinning against Jehovah? Oh, it is a GREAT DECEPTION, a FASCINATING DELUSION, that takes possession of minds when men who have ONCE KNOWN THE TRUTH, mistake the FORM of godliness for the spirit and power thereof; when THEY are rich and increased with goods and in need of NOTHING, while in reality THEY are in need of EVERYTHING..."

"But MANY are crying, Peace and Safety, while sudden DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM!" T8:248-250.

HOW TO GO INTO BLINDNESS AND SIN?

No Adventist preacher has ever pointed this out - as shown on p.13 (top) - taken from T3:266. What the preachers have been TRAINING this people to do - instead of REPENTANCE for SIN in the camp - they TRAIN them to LIE and DENY! They TRAIN them, as that reference shows - to HATE the REPROVER who was only concerned about them being LOST, but they put out their own spiritual eyesight, refuse to see, are willingly BLIND to it all - and along with BLINDNESS and DARKNESS - what were the last words?
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"...making it **IMPOSSIBLE** for them to **DISCRIMINATE** between **RIGHT** and **WRONG**." T3:266.

**WHAT A TRULY HORRIBLE STATE TO BE IN!**

(1) The leaders go by **POLICY** – which is **BAAL**. T4:607.
(2) Honest souls, alarmed, point them to the truth.
(3) Instead of appreciation, they turn and rend them.
(4) They do not **WANT** the truth.
(5) The truth is removed from them.
(6) They are given over to believe a lie.
(7) Now they cannot tell what is truth – if they **TRIED** or if they **DIED**!
(8) And here you were so concerned and sick because they reject what you saw – and you blame **yourself** for not having shown it clearer or better – not knowing that **NOTHING** on Earth would move them because they **PREFER A LIE**! Which may be something **YOU** cannot fathom, but it is time you **DID**! Lest they **GET YOU DOWN – !!!**
(9) **OBEY THE BIBLE!** Before you belittle yourself and your God – an **HERETIC**, after the first and second admonition – **REJECT!**
(10) Turn to **BETTER** people in the **WORLD!** They always did listen to **HEALTH REFORM** without **POISONOUS DRUGS**, while the blind Laodicean, captivated in his shackles of slavery and chains of ignorance, would look at you with his jaundiced eye; sneering through his teeth: **"We are going through **ANYWAY**! DRUGS and ALL!"**

Yes! You sure are! Straight through to **HELL!**

"And thou, Capernaum (Seventh-day Adventists who have had great light) ...shalt be brought down to **HELL!**" RH 3:69. Aug. 1, 1893. DA 489.

Why does the Adventist hold so tightly to his **DRUGS**, when the young generation of doctors of other schools, are coming **BACK** to encouraging **NATURAL REMEDIES** and are not totally **BLIND** as to the **RESULTS**!

But this our craft is in danger! As they have so many **MIL-LIONS** invested, and so many **JOBS** dependent on it, that they tremble in their boots lest they may lose their license. Doctors of other institutions are not **HALF** as terrified as is the willing **SDA SLAVE!**
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And I know what I am talking about!

"MINISTERS and DOCTORS...must CHANGE, decidedly CHANGE...If His people will not follow in His way, the Lord will employ HEATHEN PRINCES to do His will." NL 54. MS 14, 1901.

"God will move upon men in humble positions...The TRUTH is as a FIRE in their bones...Casting off man's binding rules and cautious movements, they will JOIN the ARMY of the LORD." T7: 26-7. 1902.

"Men of CLEAR UNDERSTANDING are needed now. God calls upon those who are willing to be controlled by the Holy Spirit to LEAD OUT in a work of THOROUGH REFORMATION. I see a CRISIS before us, and the Lord calls for His laborers to COME INTO LINE." TM 514. RH 6:332.

OUR PEOPLE NOT IN THE LINE!

"I have been deeply impressed by scenes that have recently passed before me in the night season. There seemed to be a great movement - a work of revival - going forward in MANY places. OUR PEOPLE WERE MOVING INTO LINE." TM 515.

"Shall we not trim our lamps?" TM 515.

"If Church members do not act the part God has assigned them, the MOVEMENT of Health Reform will go on WITHOUT them, and it will be seen that God has REMOVED THEIR CANDLESTICK OUT OF ITS PLACE...will be LEFT in the back-ground." A Call to Medical Evangelism, p.46. MS 78, 1901.

"But if we do not AWAKE more generally and fully, then those who know not the Truth for this time will advance BEFORE us, and block up our way." TM 207. 1895.

"There is a fearful, fatal deception upon human minds. Because men are in positions of trust, connected with the work of God, THEY are exalted in THEIR OWN estimation...The converting power of God must come upon men who handle sacred things, yet who are UNABLE, through some cause best known to God, TO DISTINGUISH BETWEEN THE SACRED FIRE of God's own kindling and the STRANGE FIRE which they offer." TM 356. 1895.
"Those who have been regarded as worthy and righteous prove to be RINGLEADERS in APOSTASY and examples in indifference...Their wicked course He will tolerate NO LONGER, and in His WRATH He deals with them WITHOUT MERCY!" T5:212.

"Here we see that THE CHURCH...was the FIRST to feel the stroke of the WRATH of GOD. The ancient men...THOSE DUMB DOGS that would not BARK...ALL PERISH TOGETHER." T5:211.

ISN'T IT JUST TOO BAD – LAODICEAN ADVENTIST THAT WE BELIEVE THESE TESTIMONIES – 100%–!!!

Even if FROOM does rupture a gut – because we do believe!

"I know that MANY think far too favorably of the present time. These ease-loving souls will be engulfed in the GENERAL RUIN...In the mighty shifting soon to take place...Every WIND of doctrine will be blowing. Those who have rendered supreme homage to 'science falsely so called' will not be the leaders THEN..."

"In the solemn work FEW great men will be engaged. THEY are self-sufficient, INDEPENDENT of God, and He CANNOT use THEM. The Lord has faithful servants, who in the SHAKING, TESTING TIME, will be disclosed to view. There are precious ones now hidden, who have not bowed the knee to Baal. THEY HAVE NOT HAD THE LIGHT..."

"When trees without fruit are CUT DOWN...when MULTITUDES OF FALSE BRETHREN are distinguished from the TRUE, then the HIDDEN ONES will be revealed to view, and with Hosannas range under the banner of Christ. Those who have been TIMID and SELF-DISTRUSTFUL...as David." T5:80-1.

And what will happen in our pulpits at this time?

"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS...Let the son of deceit and false witness be entertained by A CHURCH that has had great light, great evidence, and THAT CHURCH will discard the MESSAGE the Lord has sent, and receive the most UNREASONABLE assertions and FALSE suppositions and FALSE theories. Satan LAUGHS at their folly; for he knows what Truth is. MANY WILL STAND IN OUR PULPITS with the Torch of FALSE PROPHECY in their hands, kindled from the hellish torch of Satan."
How does that Minister try to defend himself in the light of such Testimonies and 100 more of the same? How does he trip over his tongue trying to double-talk his way out of this? I know how! By turning and rending you! Never BOTHERING to try to REPLY AT ALL! But wave it all off as TALKING OUT OF CONTEXT! Or some other damnable LIE! And turn and come gnashing on us with his teeth - ASSASSINATING OUR CHARACTER! The last argument of a lost cause! They sure are the World's experts at it!

The call for UNITY with the Laodicean army - is just as great a MOCKERY to the true little flock and company - as it was in the days of Old Jerusalem to the Disciples that fled OUT of the Holy City as their crisis hour approached.

**OBEYED TO THE TESTIMONY OF JESUS!**

"Come OUT of her, My people" is the message of Rev. 18. Sr. White gave this message in 1899 - in T5:711-8. No Adventist paid any attention to it - not to this day. Adventists are STILL looking with the Rogerites, turning over stones, checking out calendars - seeking to Rome, Russia, or Timbuktu - seeking footprints of the big bad wolf - while asleep in Billy Graham's bed. NO MAN NEEDED! But that men is needed. The real 14-carat WOLF!

Not knowing a wolf when they see one. WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING! They spout regular as a clock. And the congregation all nod in unison like gooney-hens, not knowing of this definition of a wolf:

**THE REAL WOLF:**

"A SHALLOW PROFESSION OF HOLINESS...There are those who profess holiness, who declare that they are wholly the Lord's... (Hence profess outwardly to be sheep!) ...the Class whom the apostle John condemns. His words apply to those who BOAST of BELIEVING in Jesus, who CLAIM holiness, while they LIGHTLY regard the requirements of the LAW of God. While they TALK of the LOVE of Jesus, their LOVE is not deep enough to lead to OBEDIENCE...their FAITH is not GENUINE. Yet this class, though entitled to NOTHING, claim ALL His blessings. While they give NOTHING, they claim EVERYTHING." (As the Awakeners have done right along!)
"But by PROFESSING holiness they deceive many, leading souls away by their pretentious FAITH that has NO FOUNDATION...To them a happy EMOTION is godliness...Satan is willing that every transgressor of God's Law shall CLAIM to be Holy...They talk much of FEELING; they speak of their LOVE for God. But God does not recognize their LOVE; for it is a delusion of the enemy. God has given these persons LIGHT, but they have refused to accept it..."

"Beware of FALSE PROPHETS, (false time prophets) which come to you in sheep's clothing, but INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES." (By their own confession, they claim NO RIGHTEOUSNESS WITHIN!)

"Ye BLIND guides, which strain at a gnat, and swallow a camel. WOE unto you, Scribes and Pharisees, Hypocrites! For ye make clean the OUTSIDE of the cup and of the platter, but WITHIN they are full of extortion and excess."

"Thou BLIND Pharisee, CLEAN FIRST that which is WITHIN...that the OUTSIDE of them may be CLEAN ALSO...which indeed appear beautiful OUTWARD, but are WITHIN full of dead men's bones, and of all UNCLEANNESS."

"Even so ye also OUTWARDLY appear RIGHTEOUS (SAVED!) unto men, but WITHIN ye are FULL of hypocrisy and iniquity."

"Ye SERPENTS, ye GENERATION OF VIPERS, how can ye escape the DAMNATION of HELL?" MATT. 23:24-33.

"But INWARDLY they are RAVENING WOLVES!"

"These men tell us that the Commandments of God were done away at the death of Christ...

BRINSMead - IRRESPONSIBLE BABBLING:

"...the only thing that anyone can extract from the LAW is WRATH, CONDEMNIATION and DEATH. For this reason Paul states that "as many as are of the WORKS of the LAW are under a CURSE." Gal. 3:10. ...The LAW was never intended to be a source of RIGHTEOUSNESS, "for if RIGHTEOUSNESS came by the LAW, then Christ is dead in vain." p.48-9. SATAN'S and BRINSMead's ETERNAL PURPOSE, 1959."
EGW: "Beware of false prophets, which come to you in sheep's clothing, but inwardly they are ravening wolves. These men tell us that the Commandments of God were done away at the death of Christ. Shall we believe them, these men who claim to be sanctified, while they refuse to obey God...We need to know for ourselves what voice we are heading, whether it is the voice of the true and living God or the voice of the great apostate." EV. 596-8.

"...for as wolves hunting their prey did the enemies of truth pursue those who dared to claim freedom of religious faith." GC 67.

MORE WOLVES: "Beware of false prophets." Matt. 7:15. "Teachers of falsehood will arise...they are ravening wolves...Ye shall know them by their fruits...To the law and to the testimony: if they speak not according to this Word...there is no light in them." MB 145.

BILLY GRAHAM and HIS ENTOURAGE

"Satan has come down in these last days, to work with all deceiverableness of unrighteousness in them that perish. His satanic majesty works miracles in the sight of false prophets, in the sight of men, claiming that he is indeed Christ himself. Satan gives his power to those who are aiding him in his deceptions; therefore those who claim to have the great power of God can only be discerned by the great detector, the law of Jehovah..."

"The sheep's clothing seems so real, so genuine, that the wolf cannot be discerned only as we go to God's great moral standard, and there find that they are transgressors of the law of Jehovah..."

This part in SDA-BC 5:1087; 6:1106. But the original goes on: "Those who are watching unto prayer, and are searching daily...will not be led astray by any of the deceptions of Satan. They alone will discern the pretext which cunning men adopt to beguile and ensnare...We want the truth on every point, and we will search for it as for hidden treasures. Dishes of fables are presented on every hand, and men choose to believe error rather than truth - because the acceptance of the truth involves a cross...therefore Satan presents to them an easier way by making void the law of God..."
When God lets man have his own way, it is the DARKEST HOUR of his life.” (Then this Testimony leads us as do 100 others, into the PHILADELPHIAN CHURCH and the Last Message.”) RH 1:542. August 25, 1885.

THE REAL GENUINE WOLF PACK

THE CHURCH NOT BABYLON! WHICH BABYLON?

In the ORIGINAL GC she said the ROMISH CHURCH was not BABYLON. In that same book the same inspired writer said the ROMISH CHURCH was BABYLON.

Was she out of her mind? As many Adventist leaders believed? If she was sane - how do you explain the CONTRA-DICTION? The Romish Church is NOT Babylon - the Romish Church IS Babylon! What do we do - take our CHOICE of QUOTATIONS? As so many Adventists do - IGNORE the other references? Just COMPILE what we WANT - as they do in the VAULTS? Shuffle together ANY KIND of a religion? The kind we WANT? Make Ellen G. White march determinedly in OPPOSITE DIRECTIONS? No wonder they are trying to throw her out completely - they are TOO DUMB to UNDERSTAND her.

BABYLON #1 - ROME in the DARK AGES. Rev. 17. GC 237.
The Roman pontiff, the 'holy see' - the Church, a WOLF - BABYLON. GC 248,382. 1884 SOP 4:64,70,172,233.

BABYLON #2- AMERICAN PROTESTANT CHURCHES - 1844. Rev. 14. ORIGINAL BOOK SAID the ROMISH CHURCH could not be the BABYLON here meant, for "BABYLON IS FALLEN, IS FALLEN" could not apply to a CHURCH that had been FALLEN FOR MANY CENTURIES.

BABYLON #3 - The BABYLON of Rev. 18. She never so much as MENTIONED it in GC 383. She was not ready to deal with this BABYLON for 189 pages. 1884 SOP 4:232 to 421.

She had to explain WHO this BABYLON was - it was NOT the ROMISH CHURCH in 1844. It was NOT the ADVENTIST CHURCH in all the TM 15-62 references in 1893. She plainly said, this is not the massage "AT THIS TIME!" TM 37,59. RH 3:76,82.

NO CHURCH ON EARTH was the BABYLON nor a part of the Rev. 18 BABYLON in 1893 - nor even to this day!
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For this **BABYLON** is a **MONOLITHIC COMBINE** with a distinct **TRADEMARK** all its own! That is why Sr. White said the real message to come **OUT** of this **BABYLON** would have to be **IN A MESSAGE YET FUTURE.** 1888 GC 383.

While the Adventist "DUMB DOGS that will not bark" are trying to pick up the spoor of this **BABYLON** - and refuse to bark at it from 1889 through to Key '73 - the very **NAME of WHO** would set up this **BABYLON** was given there **ALL THE TIME**! But I do not know of one Adventist or Reform writer that has ever pointed it out. Some do know well enough - **THE NATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT** of 1889 - T5:712,715 - has now changed its name to **NATIONAL COUNCIL OF CHURCHES** which is but a part of the mother organization, the **THE WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES**.

But what the Adventist does not know, is that she **NAMED** the very **NAME** of who would weld the **AMALGAMATION** of **ROMANISM** in the Old World, and apostate **PROTESTANTISM** in the **NEW WORLD** - who would **WELD** them **TOGETHER**?

**BILLY GRAHAM** is the **CHIEF ORGANIZER** for the **WCC-NCC-NAE**.

1889 - Called: **"THE IMPENDING CONFLICT.** T5:711.
Called: **"A GREAT CRISIS awaits the people of God."**
Called: **"THE MOST MOMENTOUS STRUGGLE of all the ages."**
Called: **"THE NATIONAL REFORM MOVEMENT.**
T5:712.

"**OUR NATION...exercising the power of religious legislation, will, when **FULLY DEVELOPED**, manifest the same intolerance and oppression that have prevailed in past ages...**POPERY or its **PRINCIPLES.**" Then she adds what some will do under **POLICY** - which is **BAAL**. T4:607.

Then she takes after **THE LEADING MEN IN OUR CONFERENCES** who see the **SWORD** coming, but are saying **"Peace and Safety"** while sudden destruction is right upon them. Thus he virtually **DENIES** the **THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE** - **"THE WATCHMEN ARE ASLEEP."** These are **DUMB DOGS** that will not **BARK.** They do not sound the trumpet, they do not know what the **THE THIRD ANGEL’S MESSAGE IS!** All this in T5:715-6.
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1888 - was NOT the greatest APOSTASY.
1889 - was a FAR GREATER APOSTASY. They stood NEUTRAL.
1903 - was first called The ALPHA of APOSTASY. Which would develop into the OMEGA of APOSTASY.
1966 - the SDA MINISTRY magazine, the organ for SDA Ministers - hummed with the news of Adventists being honored and recognized by BROTHER BILLY BABYLON - as worthy members of the NATIONAL ASSOCIATION of EVANGELICALS and paid their way to the Berlin Congress.

NOT FOR NOTHING did the HEAD of the SDA SEMINARY, one Roy A. Anderson, kneel down and pray for those who gave their heart to BILLY GRAHAM at his CRUSADES! In fact - they bought and rushed to completion that New York Center to be used to train 1,000 or more ushers and prayer counselors, including Adventists.

So BROTHER BILLY returned the compliment by inviting them to his congress in Berlin. With which the Adventists discovered their EVANGELICAL HERITAGE that we did not know existed, nor that we were in fact EVANGELICALS. For it is two things that set up the IMAGE TO THE BEAST!

GC 444 - "So APOSTASY in the Church will prepare the way for the IMAGE TO THE BEAST."
GC 445 - By teaching IN COMMON with them! NEUTRAL NOW? NOT ANY MORE!

Of course - only we are TEARING DOWN what God has built up. And we are the WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING! Not them! Nor their paramours.

1966 - The EVANGELICALS of America gave birth to a plan to put on the greatest show on Earth! A big Barnum special. The Adventists JUMPED FOR GLEE at the opportunity to be the HEAD and NOT THE TAIL!

FROOM and WEEK of the LL.U. P.R. DEPARTMENT said we would take our RIGHTFUL place as today's FOREMOST heralds of the Gospel. (We did not know that was our destiny. We thought the FOREMOST PLACE was reserved for the GREAT COUNTERFEIT that would set up the IMAGE! But FROOM avowed the things wherein we DIFFER is "PAST, DEFINITELY PAST! And that is as it should be!")
He finally swung it that the **AUTUMN COUNCIL** passed a resolution "To place emphasis on the noncontroversial **TRUTHS** shared IN COMMON with all Christianity." R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.

It would seem to us that before anyone would nod and say **AMEN** - or vote for that resolution - he must needs know what the Third Angel has IN COMMON with:

"**BABYLON THE GREAT** is fallen, is fallen, and is become the habitation of **DEVILS**, and the hold of every **FOUL SPIRIT**, and a cage of every **UNCLEAN** and **HATEFUL BIRD**." Rev. 18.

I do not see that it will help to go into a slow burn, or begin calling us **WOLVES IN SHEEP'S CLOTHING** who are **ACCUSERS OF THE BRETHREN**! Who are **GUilty** of **TEARING DOWN** Billy Graham and his **PLANS** to bring in **SUNDAY BLUE LAWS**. For just before the **SATURDAY EVENING POST** passed on, it featured **BROTHER BILLY** in a statement that **"FREEDOM OF RELIGION" does not mean **FREEDOM FROM RELIGION."**

And I know not if he is a sheep in wolves' clothing or not, but if I remember correctly, the Editor of the **SDA MINISTRY** magazine said the **FIRST THING** you found at the **WCC** or **NCC** meeting was a **ROSTER** or **PLAQUE** bearing the **HONOR ROLL** of those who intend to set up **SUNDAY SACREDNESS BLUE LAWS**. Billy Babylon Graham being a **LEADING ONE**! In 1889 the Adventists were **NEUTRAL, TONGUE-TIED, and DUMB** about the **WOLF PACK**! In 1966 they **JOINED THEM**! Which culminated in Billy's plans for **KEY '73**!

**WHO IS BABYLON-??** BABYLON #1, #2, & #3 have **ONE THING IN COMMON** that **BRANDS** them from a mile away!

"**BABYLON** has been fostering **POISONOUS** doctrines, the **WINE of ERROR**. This **WINE of Error** is made up of false doctrines, such as the natural **IMMORTALITY** of the Soul, the **ETERNAL TORMENT** of the wicked, the denial of the pre-existence of Christ prior to His birth in Bethlehem, and advocating and exalting the **FIRST DAY** of the week above God's holy and sanctified day. These and kindred errors are presented to the World by the various churches, and thus the Scriptures are fulfilled that say: 'For **ALL** nations...have drunk of the **WINE** which is created by false doctrines, and when kings and presidents drink this **WINE of the WRATH** of her fornication,
they are stirred with **ANGER** against those who will not come into harmony... (will NOT teach IN COMMON with FROOM and BRINSMEAD) with the **FALSE** and **SATANIC HERESIES** which exalt the false Sabbath, and lead men to trample underfoot God's memorial."

"**FALLEN ANGELS** upon Earth form **CONFEDERATIONS** with evil men. In this age **ANTICHRIST WILL APPEAR** as the true Christ, and **THEN the LAW of God will be FULLY made void** in the nations of the World..."

"But omnipotence will interpose, and to the **APOSTATE CHURCHES THAT UNITE** in the exaltation of Satan, the sentence will go forth, 'Therefore shall her **PLAQUES** come in one day, death, and mourning, and famine; and she shall be utterly burned with **FIRE**; for strong is the Lord God who judgeth her." TM 61. 1893.

**THE WORLD MUST NOT...**

"The World must not be introduced into THE CHURCH, and married to THE CHURCH, forming a bond of UNITY. Through this means **THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT**, and as stated in REVELATION, 'a **CAGE of every UNCLEAN and HATEFUL bird.**" TM 265. RH 3:233. 1891

**NOW** - if we were left at this point, and did not know the end of the story, we could argue and bicker back and forth. But we do have a more sure Word of Prophecy that removes all doubt as to the future, which is the present. **KEY '73** saw this:

"In the **CLOSING WORK** of God in the Earth the **STANDARD of his LAW** will be exalted. False religion may prevail, iniquity abound, the love of many wax cold...and **DARKNESS** like the pall of death, may spread over the World..."

"**BUT IN THE HOUR OF GREATEST PERIL** the God of Elijah will raise up human instrumentalities to bear a **MESSAGE** that will not be **SILENCED**...the voice of **STERN REBUKE** will be heard. **BOLDLY** will men of God's appointment **DENOUNCE** the **UNION** of THE CHURCH with THE WORLD...

Would they not be **LIARS** if this were not so? Those who shut their eyes that they may not see - are the **LAIRS**! And will be given over the the Seven Last Plagues. Amen.
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"...the TEST will come to every Soul. The observance of the FALSE SABBATH will be URGED upon US...Those who have step by step yielded to worldly demands and conformed to worldly customs will then yield to the powers that be...AT THIS TIME the GOLD will be SEPARATED from the DROSS...these FAITHFUL ones will SHINE forth...IN THE HOUR OF DEEPEST APOSTASY... "Yet I have left me 7,000 in Israel, all the knees which have NOT bowed unto BAAL." RH 6:381-2. Nov. 20, 1913. PK 186-7.

GOD ORDERS A DIFFERENCE!

THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE: “For a time there was seen NO DIFFERENCE between them. So with THE CHURCH that lives just before Christ’s second coming.” COL 408.

But in that Midnight Hour – a DIFFERENCE!

What DIFFERENCE? They both JOIN something!

1. There are the WISE virgins.
2. There are the FOOLISH virgins.
3. There is a mysterious before-unheard-of PROCESSION!
4. There are those who SELL in the marketplace.

GOD’S WORD RECORDS:

"While they went to BUY, the PROCESSION moved on, and LEFT them behind. The FIVE with lighted lamps JOINED the throng, and entered the house with the bridal train, and the DOOR was SHUT." COL 406.

AND THE FOOLISH?

ONE SENTENCE TELLS ALL:

TIME: "As the storm APPROACHES...
NUMBER: "A LARGE CLASS who have PROFESSED FAITH...
WHO: "In the Third Message, but have NOT BEEN...
BUT: "SANCTIFIED...
JOIN: "Through it, ABANDON their POSITION...
BECAUSE: "Of DARKNESS. By UNITING with THE WORLD and partaking of its spirit, they have come to view matters in nearly the SAME LIGHT (IN COMMON) and when the TEST is brought, they are prepared to CHOOSE the EASY, POPULAR SIDE...

"They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their former BRETHREN... THESE APOSTATES." 1884 SOP 4:426. GC 608.
While Adventists of the Uriah Smith and Houteff and Brinsmead and Rogers type - have been looking under stones and rocks for our greatest enemies, usually ending up with the Catholics. We had this record here for over 90 years - at least six references - "Our former brethren..." (Some brethren!) will be "Our most bitter enemies!"

The white eyes in the black vaults turned red - as he went clear across the country to threaten Dr. Wilborne of Health Research - not to print any more unauthorized publications by Sr. White - one page is worth the price of this book!

**This one we had for 124 years! Who is the dragon?**

"I saw that the two-horned beast had a dragon's mouth, and that his power was in his head, and that the decree would go out of his mouth. Then I saw the Mother of Harlots; that the Mother was not the Daughters, but separate and distinct from them. She has had her day - and it is past, and her Daughters, the Protestant sects, were the next to come on the stage and act out the same mind that the Mother had when she persecuted the Saints..."

"I saw the nominal Church and nominal Adventists, like Judas, would betray us to the Catholics to obtain their influence to come against the truth. The Saints will then be an obscure people... (Is that the SDA Church?) ...little known to the Catholics..."

"The Catholics will give their power to the image of the beast!" (It is plain to see that our former brethren will have a big "in" with the Catholics as they now boast!)

"And the Protestants will work as their Mother worked before them to destroy the Saints. But before their decree bring or bear fruit, the Saints will be delivered by the Voice of God." Magen 1:2. 1850.

1. It is clearly evident in the Adventist Church. (A) The Saints. (B) Those who persecute the Saints.
2. As Judas came right out of those the closest to God.
3. As Judas showed no respect for the very Son of God.
4. Those who today show the least respect for the Abels in the Church the elder Cains cannot whip into their mold - not for nothing is it written - these become "the most bitter enemies" of their former brethren.
5. Who then is the real dragon mouth?
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 17, 1997

I believe this paper - PUBLICATION #302 - May 7, 1974 - REPRINTED Dec. 1996. I believe this paper - WILL NOT BE UNDERSTOOD - unless you follow some BASIC RULES -!!! As it is WRITTEN in a DIFFERENT STYLE - it was meant to be FOLLOWED by GOING ALONG WITH THE REFERENCES.

FIRST - READ IT AND UNDERLINE WHAT IS IMPORTANT TO YOU - you will find things that you QUESTION. TURN RIGHT AROUND (FIRST THING IN THE MORNING IS BEST - WHEN YOUR MIND IS FRESH!) AND DOUBLE-CHECK THIS PUBLICATION.

SECOND - IT WILL NOW BE TWICE AS CLEAR TO YOU! (I HAD TO DO THIS MYSELF!) WHAT IS YOUR SOUL WORTH? IF WE CAN SMASH - LAODICEAN URIAH SMITH! TRADITION - THIS PAPER MAY YET BE THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL! (TO: "THE LITTLE FLOCK!" THE ONLY ONES THAT WILL BE SAVED!) THANK GOD THIS "I AM SAVED!" "WE ARE GODS!" (L.O.R.) GANG IS NOT - NOT - NOT - NOT going to BUFFALO US! THEY CAN BUFFALO SOMEONE ELSE! IMAGINE BEING "SAVED!" RIGHT NOW! AT THIS BILLY BABYLON GRAHAM MEETING - when "SANCTIFICATION!" and "CHARACTER BUILDING!" is "THE WORK OF A LIFETIME!" COL 342,353 to 356,363.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 16, 1997

I was thinking of ALL THE WICKED that ever lived - given 100 YEARS to prepare for WAR. ISA. 65:20. They come to take the HOLY CITY - 450 MILES SQUARE - they SURROUND THE CITY - five miles deep. WALKIE-TALKIES keep them all in-formed - they let each other know - they have been TRICKED - BAMBOOZLED! I was thinking of the CRAZIEST of the CRAZIES - FRED WRIGHT! Who said there is not "A HAIR-BREADTH DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CHRIST AND US!"

- Insert Page One -
THOUGHT FOR TODAY - FEBRUARY 13, 1997

ANOTHER LOOK AT - "THE TEN VIRGIN PARABLE."

(A) Five are WISE - and five are FOOLISH! FOR YEARS - we thought we knew what "GO YE OUT...!!!!" meant.
(B) It meant for the WISE - to LEAVE the FOOLISH! But there is ONE PROBLEM HERE.
(C) They ALL slumbered and slept. THE BIBLE - Matt. 25:5,7. To prove this DOUBLE - they ALL AWOKE!
(D) The TESTIMONIES - Let SLEEPING PREACHERS preach to a SLEEPING PEOPLE - "THE SLEEP OF DEATH!" T1:263.
(F) WHO MAKES THAT CRY-??? URIAH SMITH DID NOT LIKE THE ANSWER. A CRY AT "MIDNIGHT-!!!"
(G) Neither WISE nor FOOLISH can make that CRY - the CRY is their SALVATION-!!! A CRY - OR DEATH!
(H) The "SPIRIT OF PROPHECY" ANSWERS THAT QUESTION. A MYSTERIOUS PROCESSION - "THROUGHH!!"
(I) THAT COMES OUT OF NOWHERE-!!! The PART that we may not have UNDERSTOOD PROPERLY! COL 406.
(J) (SOME BOOKS IT IS p.416.) Speaks of TWO CLASSES. And we always thought WISE & FOOLISH!
(K) But no! ONE CLASS is WISE and FOOLISH together. The OTHER CLASS is the "PROCESSION!"
(L) The PROCESSION do not JOIN the SLEEPERS - the SLEEPERS JOIN the PROCESSION!
(M) There's a WHALE OF A DIFFERENCE THERE! IF FOOLISH JOIN WISE - it is still in the ORGANIZATION!
(N) So the ORGANIZATION still give THE LOUD CRY! But if the PROCESSION went "OUT!!"
(O) Are the "OUTCASTS" - they are NOT about to go BACK to what they LEFT! OH! NO! NO! NO!
(P) THAT IS A HORSE OF A DIFFERENT COLOR-!!! We have another ELEMENT here - "A COUNTERFEIT!" GC 464.
(Q) In EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER - the OUTCASTS are not about to GO BACK to the COUNTERFEIT!
(R) SATAN inspires the COUNTERFEIT! GC 464. "MORE EXTENSIVE MOVEMENTS (PLURAL!) OF THE FUTURE!"
(S) (THAT WAS 1884 GC 296.) "HIS SPIRIT IS NOT POURED OUT!" (UPON THE COUNTERFEIT!) 1884 GC 296.
THE CHURCH IS PUTTING ON A BIG DRIVE TO CALL THE
OFFSHOOTS BACK—!!! NO! NO! NO!

There is NOTHING there to go BACK TO! THEY SEE THE
CHURCH IS SOUND ASLEEP!

SLEEPING PREACHERS PREACHING TO A SLEEPING PEOPLE!
T1:263. TM 182. "I AM SAVED"—IS AN EFFECTIVE TRAN-
QUILIZER!

THE CHURCH HAS MADE A PACT WITH THE WORLD—THE
PROCESSION BREAKS IN—GET OUT OF THERE—!!!

"AT MIDNIGHT the CRY is heard...Go ye OUT to met HIM!"
COL 406. Does the Church respond—???

OH! NO! ALL CONFUSED—they go—THE WRONG WAY—!!!
CAN'T THEY DO ANYTHING RIGHT—???

IT should be NOTED—the FEW that do RESPOND—"AND
THE DOOR WAS SHUT—!!!" COL 406. T8:41,75.

PROBATION OVER—!!!

HOW GLAD WE ARE—TO KNOW "EVENTS IN THEIR ORDER!"

THAT "I AM SAVED!" BUNCH ARE NOT GOING TO TELL US!

WE WILL TELL THEM—!!! AND THAT IS FINAL—!!!

GOD'S PEOPLE ALWAYS THOUGHT—THERE IS NOTHING
WORSE THAN THE HELL-TORMENT BLASPHEMY—!!! BUT NO!
THERE IS SOMETHING WORSE! "I AM SAVED!...OF ALL SINS
IT IS THE MOST HOPELESS—THE MOST INCURABLE!" COL
154-5. (Find it in the "SPIRITUALISM" CHAPTER!)

YOU CAN GET RID OF THE "HELL THEORY!"

BUT "I AM SAVED!" IS "HOPELESS—!!!"

IT IS ALSO "BABYLON!" GC 560-1. (378-9.)

THEY ARE "INTERLOCKED!"

GIVE THE DEVIL A LITTLE FINGER—HE TAKES THE WHOLE ARM!

This is a "Go ye OUT to meet Him!" production.

- Insert Page Three -
NOT ONLY DOES CHRIST RAISE ALL THESE WICKED HORDES - not only does He keep them ALL ALIVE for the 100 years - not only does He allow and arrange for SAINTS IN THE HOLY CITY to face those they knew on EARTH - who are now on the OUTSIDE - facing those they KNEW - not only does He arrange for them to FACE EACH OTHER - but the WONDER - THE MIRACLE - of these BILLIONS REMEMBERING - (WHAT MOST OR ALL OF THEM HAD FORGOTTEN - where they went ASTRAY - BRING THIS TO THEIR MIND - before they are BLOTTED OUT!) EW 292 to 295. GC 664 to 673.

And to think this WORM - this FRED WRIGHT - there is not the HAIR-BREADTH of DIFFERENCE between HIM and CHRIST! A SHAME to WRITE IT! A BLASPHEME to THINK IT! And to REALIZE he had a FOLLOWING-!!! I used to think what KIND of PEOPLE would this be - until I met them-!!! Just (SEEMINGLY!) ordinary people! Even WELL VERSED! AMAZING! ONLY THE ANGELS will be able to tell them apart!

"The ANGEL declares, "Here are they that KEEP the COMMANDMENTS of GOD, and HAVE the FAITH of JESUS." 1884 GC 275-6. LOOK AT THE URIAH SMITH TRANSLATION - your GC 436 - the "ANGEL" is MISSING! NOT WANTED - NOT NEEDED! NO DIFFERENCE - VANCE FERRELL - WE CANNOT SHOW ONE-??? (Or perhaps this was an IMPROVEMENT ???) MY QUESTION IS: HOW MANY-??? OR HOW FEW-??? WILL EVEN BOther TO LOOK IT UP-??? MAYBE IT DOESN'T MATTER-??? MAYBE THEY DO NOT MATTER-!!!

WE ARE SELLING VERY FEW ORIGINAL BOOKS - they PREFER the URIAH SMITH VERSIONS. WE PAID HIGH PRICES FOR MAILING LISTS - NO GOOD-!!! I will hate to see their FACES COME THE SECOND RESURRECTION - REV. 20:2 to 14; 21:27. (WHEN CHRIST COMES!) "FAITH, THEN - WILL BE ALMOST EXTINCT!" "IN HIGH PLACES!" p.105. "FAITH and LOVE - how DESTITUTE are the CHURCHES of THESE!...like the FOOLISH VIRGINS...DESTITUTE!" TM 149. "This is an AGE of almost UNIVERSAL APOSTASY!" TM 151. "Oh, what a DAY is before us!...Those who have GREAT LIGHT and who have NOT walked in it - will have DARKNESS corresponding to the LIGHT they have DESPISED!" TM 163. God help us to APPRECIATE the LIGHT He has given us!

"Go ye OUT to meet Him!"

- Insert Page Four -
"When brethen manifest the spirit of the dragon, to make war upon those who believe that God has communicated light and comfort to them through the testimonies, it is time for the brethren and sisters to assert their liberty and perfect freedom of conscience." T4:245-6.

"Satan...he comes in unperceived, and works in disguise thru the children of disobedience who profess godliness...the greater the light they reject, the greater will be the power of deception and darkness which will come upon them" T1:341,345. 1862.

"Rebellion and apostasy are in the very air we breathe...Those who apostatize are voicing the words of the dragon...leave the true and faithful people of God, and fraternize with those who represent barabbas." "By their fruits ye shall know them." SM 2:395.

"But when better interests lead one to desire to return, he finds himself entangled in such a network of Satan, like a fly in a spider's web, that it seems a hopeless task to him, and he seldom recovers himself from the snare laid for him by the wily foe." SM 1:46.

**GOD ORDERS A DIFFERENCE!**

Due to the regular and sleepy round of duties by the ten virgins - "For a time there was seen no difference between them." COL 408. But now an unexpected crisis reveals character! COL 408. Nature! COL 411. Character! COL 412. Now there is seen a difference!

**WHAT DIFFERENCE—???** Such a difference that they:

(A) Split. (B) JOIN something!

**A PROCESSION!**

COL 406. A mysterious, before-unheard-of procession! Sweeps by the sleeping laodicean church! Has no need of that church! It is the 11th Hour Movement of COL 399.

"They are bright with torches." (They had much light!) They are "glad with music!" They have the "voice of the bride." (The bride is the true church. MH 356.) They have the "voice of the bridegroom." They have everything! Those too foolish to see the difference, go to those who sell in the popular marketplace.
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Go to Billy Graham and Oral Roberts, the red-hot oil salesmen - to buy! To get light from their tapers.

They teach in common with them! GC 445. SDA Autumn Council Resolution, Froom worked on this favorite project of his for four decades! Finally swung it! R&H. Dec 18, 1969. p.20.

"...and Join the ranks of the opposition." GC 608. "...come to view matters in nearly the same light, and when the test is brought, they are prepared... (This has always been their trouble!) to choose the easy, popular side." GC 608. "...and are the most efficient agents of Satan." (Same.)

"...in a terrible crisis...And at that time the superficial, conservative class... (The very opposite of off-shoots!) renounce the faith and take their stand with its avowed enemies, toward whom their sympathies have long been tending. these apostates..." T5:463.

"While they went to buy - the procession moved on and left them behind." COL 406.

AND THE WISE-???

"The five with lighted lamps (joined) the throng, and entered the House with the Bridal Train, and the door was shut." COL 406.

There you have the complete story, told for the first time - just like this. BOTH JOIN SOMETHING! Did you know this before? If not - why not? It was there all the time!

While the Church cries for unity with billy babbling Graham in his key 73 - God calls for Separation! Lest ye partake of their sins and receive of their plagues. "come out of her - my people!"

And the foolish, like the ox to the slaughter - go right there! The banner over us is love! At the Seattle World's Fair in 1962. A follow-up of the questionable doctrine book. Closer, ever closer - until the omega of it all - the maxwell book! No oil - no character wanted! Till Christ-Messiah comes!
FROOM called for a MOVEMENT OF DESTINY! But a Church SOUND ASLEEP is not a MOVEMENT! They are NOT MOVING AT ALL! They first MOVE and first RESPOND when the PROCES-SION shows them THE WAY! But they were so addled, they went THE OTHER WAY!

I HAD MY ORDERS!
"I had my orders...MEET IT!" SM 1:206. 1904.

"My message to you is: No longer consent to LISTEN without PROTEST to the perversion of truth. UNMASK the pretentious SOPHISTRIES...SOPHISTRIES that undermine the FOUNDATION pillars of the faith." SM 196-7.

"Nothing but a determined EFFORT will break the SPELL...Be not deceived; MANY will depart from the faith, giving heed to SEDUCING SPIRITS and DOCTRINES of DEVILS...The OMEGA will be of a most startling nature." (Same.)

THERE IS A MOVEMENT OF DESTINY
"...and BEFORE the TIME for such a MOVEMENT shall come, (Satan) will endeavor to PREVENT it, by introducing a COUN-TERFEIT." GC 464.

"Gather ye FIRST the TARES for the burning."

Who will GATHER into a NEW ORGANIZATION with BOOKS OF A NEW ORDER? SM 1:204-5. These are the SOPHISTRIES that MUST BE MET!" SM 1:205.

This is the NEW ORGANIZATION we must not JOIN - lest we JOIN the enemies of the faith! SM 2:390.

We cannot JOIN this NEW MOVEMENT!
We cannot JOIN these OFF-SHOOTS!
We cannot now step off the foundation!
"For this would mean APOSTASY from the truth!" Ms. 129. E.G.White. 1905.

A COMPANY - GOD LOOKED UPON THEM...
"I saw a COMPANY who stood well guarded and firm, and would give NO COUNTEANCE to those who would unsettle the established FAITH of the BODY. God looked upon them with APPROBATION.
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I was shown three steps - 1-2-3. 1st, 2nd, & 3rd Angels' Messages. Said the Angel, Woe to him who shall move a block, or stir a pin in these messages. The true understanding of these messages is of vital importance. **THE DESTINY OF SOULS HANGS** upon the manner in which they are received.” SG 1:168. EW 258.

**THAT BLESSED COMPANY**

The FROOMS can froth at the mouth at this - but here it is:

EW 270 - I am looking at the open book. But for research take it from T1:181 with the **MISSING FOOTNOTES**.

On that page I see a **COMPANY**! I see this **COMPANY** giving the "Straight Testimony TO (Not FROM!) the Laodiceans." I see the Laodiceans do not like it overmuch. I see some rise up **AGAINST** it and this will cause a **SHAKING** in the ranks of the Laodiceans and in the ranks of the **COMPANY**! For the ranks of the **COMPANY** lessen! They go, like Judas, **BACK** to the **DARKNESS** in this **MIDNIGHT HOUR**! **BACK** to the **MIDNIGHT CHURCH**! The ranks of the **LUKEWARM CHURCH** do not lessen! They can boast that they **INCREASE**! But the ranks of the Little Flock, the Little Company, their ranks **LESSEN** as the **FOOLISH** among them, who do not appreciate the Straight Truth, due to secret sins - show what they are by going **BACK** to **MIDNIGHT DARKNESS**.

EW 270 - "Some will not bear this **STRAIGHT TESTIMONY**. They will **RISE UP AGAINST** it, and this is what will cause a **SHAKING** among God's people...The solemn **TESTIMONY** upon which the **DESTINY** of the Church **HANGS**..."

Of course, the FROOMS would like to put forth, as did the smug **PHARISEES** in the Days of Christ, that their **MOVEMENT** of **DESTINY** hangs on **NOTHING**! They are **INFALLIBLE**, **PRE-DESTINATED**! And don't you **DOUBT** that for a **MINUTE**! But here it says the **MOVEMENT of DESTINY - HANGS! HANGS** in the balances of the **SANCTUARY**! T8:247.

"...upon which the **DESTINY** of the Church **HANGS**." EW 270.

We never saw this before - but as of this moment - we again find the **COMPANY** - the true understanding of the messages, and again:

"The **DESTINY** of souls **HANGS** upon the manner in which they are received." SG 1:168. EW 258-9.
Then that Testimony goes on to tell us how the "JEWS were LEFT in complete DECEPTION and TOTAL DARKNESS." SG 1:170. And carried on their USELESS sacrifices and offerings. Imagine a whole MOVEMENT carrying on a USELESS mockery!

Then the next page says as clearly as language can express it:

How to be LEFT as the Jews, and as the nominal Churches, by rejecting the Light of the Most Holy Place. "In the balances of the SANCTUARY the Seventh-day Adventist church is to be weighed. She will be JUDGED...IF...IF...IF... (and if not) on her will be pronounced the sentence: FOUND WANTING!" T8:247.

Now this IF is based in the Sanctuary. Which is what we have been reading from SG 1:171.

1. ENTER by faith into the Most Holy place, or else - be found WANTING!
2. "...as the Jews crucified Jesus, had crucified these Messages, and therefore they have no KNOWLEDGE of the MOVE: made in Heaven, or of the way INTO the Most Holy, and they CANNOT be benefited by the intercession of Jesus there. LIKE THE JEWS who offered their USELESS sacrifices, they offer up their USELESS prayers..."

This ought to answer those who come around with some yarn that FORGIVENESS of SIN must be granted in the 1st vacated apartment. GC 430 tells us CLEARLY where sins are forgiven - since 1844 - for anyone who wants to know. There was no doubt about that till the so-called, self-confessed AWAKENING came around! With their questions, and secrets, and caviling, and their Shepherd's Rod BEANS and CONJECTURING! Making, the Word of God of non-effect by their tradition. SG 1:199.

"...they offer up their USELESS prayers to the APARTMENT which Jesus has LEFT...Satan...fastens them in his SNARE...He also comes as an angel of LIGHT...I saw FALSE REFORMATIONS (The AWAKENING!) EVERYWHERE." SG 1:172. EW 261.

THE 1846 BROADSIDE gives us the clear-cut story. How to receive the power of the Devil! By just LEAVING the COMPANY who WERE praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST! (Leaving under one pretense or another.) ...and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan.

TO SHOW THE EXTREME DARKNESS in the Seventh-day Adventist Church - at the General Conference Session - 1970
Dr. Leslie Hardinge brought in the BRINSMEAD-WRIGHT Australian AWAKENING concept of JUSTIFICATION BY FAITH in the OUTER COURT - and step into the HOLY PLACE for SANCTIFICATION - there is no record of any protest in Church or Reform - AROUND THE WORLD!


This is the day predicted, that they would give up the Sanctuary Truths and the Most Holy Place, reserving it for the JUDGMENT or MIDNIGHT CRY when it is CLOSED!

"And Satan, PLEASED with the deception...fastens them in his SNARE..." and grants them his POWER, his SIGNS, and LYING WONDERS. SG 1:172. EW 56,78,261. So they will even astound the beast, by the wonders they can perform before him. "These WORKS of apparent HEALING will bring Seventh-day Adventists to the TEST." SM 2:53. SOP 4:411. EV. 594.

More and more, as ABOMINATION piles on ABOMINATION, those who never dreamt of heading any movement or leading out in reform - will see that things have just gone far enough, and these hidden JEWELS will shine - in the DARKEST HOUR!
Praise God for them!

(2) Called a COMPANY in 1846 BROADSIDE who worship in the HOLIEST and find: "...one after another LEAVE the COMPANY who were praying to Jesus in the HOLIEST... (They would give NO COUNTEANCE, no RECOGNITION, RESPECT, or HONOR, to the AWAKENING CAVALIERS who would LEAVE their COMPANY to go and bow down with the Seventh-day Adventists OUT of the Most Holy Place! R&H. June 19, 1970. p.9.) ...and go and join those before the throne, and they AT ONCE received the unholy influence of Satan." 1846 BROADSIDE. (The most important publication ever printed.)
(3) Called a COMPANY in SG 1:168. EW 258. Who give NO COUNTEANCE, do not give the time of day to those who would unsettle the established faith of the body, like Jones and Waggoner did in 1903. Gave up ALL the Sanctuary Truths till the day they died. See OLSON. Here is where the battle lines are drawn. How glad we are that we took the right side.
11th Hour Men

(1) The 11th Hour men.
(2) The Prodigal son.
(3) The Harlots and Publicans vs the Pharisees.
(4) The TWO Sons and the Close of the Harvest.

WHO ARE THE PHARISEES?

"God I thank Thee..." The PHARISEE'S prayer was NOT regarded...For everyone that exalteth himself shall be abased; and he that humbleth himself shall be exalted." Rev. 3:17,18. "Because thou sayest, I am RICH...When poor mortals, however high their profession, become JUST in their own eyes, then Jesus LEAVES THEM to be deceived in regard to themselves." T1:331.

WHO IS THE PHARISEE?

"Said the Angel, pointing to those (In the R&H) in office: "Except your RIGHTEOUSNESS shall exceed the RIGHTEOUSNESS of the scribes and PHARISEES, ye shall in no case enter into the Kingdom of Heaven." A profession IS NOT ENOUGH...The Church generally stood as PHARISAICAL STRANGERS, aloof from those who needed help the most. Some of the youth...When they return home, they are further from the truth than when they came to Battle Creek." T3:193,197. 1872.

WHY DOES THE LORD CALL THE 11th HOUR MEN and THE PRODIGAL SON—???

Do you think the Adventist is the only one looking wistfully towards Heaven? Concerned about his soul? Remembering the Third Angel's Message truth he learned years ago! As he was a member of the Church but was pushed OUT because he began to agitate herbs and natural remedies because they did so much for him in contrast to Adventist Drugs. So he wanted others to have the light also. The Adventists knocked him down with the AMA-FDA CLUB — DOWN and OUT!

After he picked himself up, counted the cost if his soul had been lost, he was glad he was no longer under that MESMERIC spell, of a SELF-ADULTERING leadership. He was glad to find that Christ was OUTSIDE of a CLOSED DOOR! No welcome mat for Him, either! "That these men should stand in a sacred place, to be as the VOICE OF GOD to the people, as we ONCE believed the General Conference to be — that is past." GC Bulletin, p.25. 1901. BRISBIN 64.
"But God does not work with them in their devising, and the voice they now have in the cause of God IS NOT THE VOICE OF GOD...He will not accept their offerings..."

"And remember that God, the infinite God, has not placed men in any such positions as they occupied at Minneapolis, and have occupied since then." TM 291,295. 1896.

"...and just as long as these CHRISTLESS souls are retained in position of responsibility the cause of God is imperiled." TM 284. "He cannot make them channels." TM 285.

"WHERE ARE GOD'S WATCHMEN who will see the peril and give the warning? Be assured that there are messages to come from human lips under the inspiration of the Holy Spirit. Cry aloud, spare not...show My people their transgression...and sins." TM 206.

Then, among the hidden jewels that will shine in the Midnight Hour, are those who did not go along with the Adventist Church in the military for Kaiser Bill and Adolph Hitler. So the Adventists threw them OUT! Turned them over to the LAW! And had them SHOT! On top of all that, as if that were not enough - they will add LYING to it, no telling how many other COMMANDMENTS they will BREAK - and all, when said and done, was for CONRADI, who showed who and what he really was - by going over to the OTHER CHURCHES after 1918! Which is the Church of God? The Adventist Drug and War-mongering HYPOCRITES? Or those who were PUSHED out and have that HYPOCRITE after them: "You have LEFT the FAITH!"

Then there are those, every Seventh-day Adventist Evangelist knows them and wakes up in the middle of the night dreaming about them. That sincere couple that were ALMOST baptized, but they slipped away. They had come every night, they took notes, they prayed about it, they bought the books. Every colporteuer knows them also. They seemed SUPERIOR to the rank and file Adventist. The smug and complacent Adventist does not like to hear that. No more than the Jews of Old. Or the Catholics. That ANYTHING is superior to HIM and HISSEN! But that was the very fight that Christ, the Son of God had with the Old Church in Old Jerusalem. "I DO NOT CHOOSE YOU!" "I CHOOSE FISHERMEN RATHER THAN YOUR TEMPLE-TRAINED SEALS." How this makes them KILLING MAD!
"They become the most BITTER ENEMIES of their former brethren." GC 608. "These APOSTATES!"

THE ROOT OF BITTERNESS

The text the Adventist leaders like to hurl as a killer's dart at any Reformer - is a dart that true Angels' hands aimed at the SDA ministry! If you - "Ministers and...those in RESPONSIBLE offices of TRUST...bound up in BUNDLES with the WORLD." TM 460. If you - "Men of STUBBORN, IRONLIKE WILL, both IN and OUT of the office..." TM 461-2.

If you - LEADING MEN who CRITICIZE the MESSAGE and THE MESSENGERS (Of 1888). TM 465. If you - "...by THOROUGH CONFESSION, YOU (Adventist Leaders!) destroy the ROOT OF BITTERNESS, you will see LIGHT in God's LIGHT." TM 466.

But as long as YOU (Adventist Leaders!) "ACCUSE and CRITICIZE those whom God is using - is to ACCUSE and CRITICIZE the Lord who has SENT THEM!" TM 466. And if you keep that kind of blackmail program up, you will have "BAAL, BAAL is the choice." TM 467-8.

The references I have just quoted, are the references Adventist Leaders have used 200 times in R&H and all Church articles - from the pulpit 10,000 times, and NO REFORMER I ever heard of - MET them in their daring affrontery and blasphemy! But let them get clear away with it! It is time to take some of their interpretations and spread some of that on the garden!

"In Battle Creek you have evidence that men who have had the most to say are not walking with God." TM 320;

"The reason why our preachers accomplish so little is that they do not walk with God. He is a day's journey from MOST OF THEM." T1:434. 1863. (Out of sight and sound!)

THE BLESSED OUTCASTS

Men, looking through the glasses of KD&A - and those who bowed to the Pharisees - see salvation IN their Church. No matter how LOW it gets! I wonder what such people will do with the references on p.8-10 in this paper? The REMNANT are the OUTCASTS of Israel!
"Many poor OUTCASTS, even publicans and sinners, will grasp the hope set before them in the Gospel and will go INTO the Kingdom of Heaven BEFORE the ones who have had great opportunities and great light, but who have walked in darkness. In the last great day many will say: "Lord, Lord, open unto us." But the DOOR will be SHUT and their knock will be in vain. T8:75.

I do not see why we have to go around, stepping on our under-lip, just to please the Adventist, when we read a quotation like that. Let him step on his under-lip. Especially when he reads this:

IT ANGERED THEM ALSO...

"It angered them also that those who showed ONLY CONTEMPT for the Rabbis, and who were NEVER seen in the synagogues, should flock about Jesus, and listen with RAPT ATTENTION to His words...The PHARISEES had only SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them; but Christ greeted them as children of God. COL 186. 1900.

"The PHARISEE felt no conviction of SIN. The Holy Spirit could not work with him. His soul was encased in a self-righteous armor which the arrows of God, barbed and true-aimed by Angels’ hands, failed to penetrate...The Lord says, "Because thou sayest, I am RICH, and increased with goods, and have need of NOTHING!" COL 158. (YOU put people OUT - but I will put you OUT!)

FEELING THEMSELVES SAVED?

"Souls tempted, defeated, FEELING themselves LOST, ready to perish, He met, not with denunciation, but with blessing...Turning from the AMBITIOUS, SELF-SATISFIED favorites of the World...To the POOR in Spirit, the sorrowing, the persecuted. He stretched out His arms, saying, "Come unto Me...I will give you rest." ED. 79,80.

CONTRARY TO ANY HUMAN PLANNING - TM 300

FROM HOUGHTON, BRINSMEAD, ADVENTIST planning calls for the glorious and victorious Adventist JEW to go out and give the LOUD CRY - the last message from him TO the World. Victory over the Romans! This is his destiny!

Ponder the wonder of it - it will be CONTRARY to any of his HUMAN PLANNING. As it was CONTRARY to the planning of the Jews in Jerusalem.
(A) The **ONE-HOUR WORKERS** will be accepted in the 11th hour! The son of the Adventist who said: "**I GO NOT!**" Who **LEFT** the Church, will, in the 11th hour - **REPEND** of his failure, and work in the **vineyard**, to quickly gather the grape harvest before winter's night.

(B) While the dopey son, the one in whom they had so much hope, **because he never questioned anything, just went along**, because he had no real feelings or convictions, who said: "**I GO!**" In the crucial hour he is found **SOUND A-SLEEP** to the **REAL WORK**, which is not **FROM** him, but **TO** him! That all he had really been doing was **DREAMING** of the great and good he would do, now in the **DARKEST HOUR** it is seen he had done **NOTHING** to build **CHARACTER**, either his own or others. Like **DRIFT** on the ocean, he had allowed himself to become the sport of his leaders, until they had given up every last vestige of the Third Angel's Message, and had **formed an illicit bond with BABYLON**.

The other son, who could not be pushed around like that, as time went by, had a clearer view of what God looked for in man, and seeing the predictions of the *The Spirit of Prophecy* as it relates to the Adventist Church coming so startlingly clear, he leads the **THRUST** of the **ATTACK** against the **DUMB DOGS** that would not bark, who prove to be **RING LEADERS in APOSTASY!** T5:211-2. Giving the Midnight Cry - "**Go ye OUT to meet Him!**" - as the movement gains momentum and **SWELLS INTO** the Loud Cry. **How CONTRARY** to all Adventist planning!

**TO REPEAT THAT STATEMENT:**

1) "In the balances of the Sanctuary the Seventh-day Adventist church will be weighed...**FOUND WANTING.**"

2) "**Has not BLINDNESS fallen upon the WATCHMEN...UNCONCERNED and WELL SATISFIED.**" T8:247-8.

3) "**Many will depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils. THEY do not discern what spirit has taken possession of THEM...I also will CHOOSE their DELUSIONS...**" T8:249.

4) "**But many are crying, PEACE and SAFETY, while SUDDEN DESTRUCTION is coming upon THEM...HOW IS the faithful city become an HARLOT...a place whence the DIVINE PRESENCE and GLORY HAVE DEPARTED!**" T8:250.

5) "**The time has come for a thorough REFORMATION...When this REFORMATION BEGINS...Those who have not been living in Christian Fellowship...**"
(Those who have NOT been going to Church at all!) ...will draw close to one another... (Not some big Shepherd's Rod movement, but:) ...ONE MEMBER working in right lines will lead OTHER MEMBERS to unite... (With the General Conference?) ... WITH HIM in making intercession for the revelation of the Holy Spirit... (In the Most Holy Place?) ...The Lord will cooperate with His servants." T8:251. 1903.

WHAT A WONDERFUL THOUGHT-!!!

Of course the poor Adventist minion, his nose to the Laodicean grindstone, having to believe just as his Church Fathers lay out the tradition. It being a MORTAL SIN not to BELIEVE it. So he invested his ALL in Froom. As Froom goes - so goes he! Yes, I know Froom is DEAD! So is he! "DEAD in trespasses and sins." Yet thou sayest thou livest!

WE ALWAYS HAD TWO CHOICES - NOT ONE:
1. Believe the Spirit of Prophecy, or:
2. Believe the Church. It is either one or the other.

There is no choice. You CANNOT believe the ONE and at the same time believe the OTHER. Nothing doing! Do as the Catholics - chain the Word of God to the pulpit and dare not believe otherwise than that priest. You cannot come to Christ direct, you must have a MEDIATRIX, a MOTHER MARY or a Mother Laodicea.

"The PRESIDENTS of our Conferences...Satan exalts, for he has inspired them with his attributes. THEY are following in the track of ROMANISM...RULE, RULE, has been their course of action...thus men become DISGUSTED and turn from the truth...A lie, believed, practiced, becomes a truth to them. Thus the purpose of Satanic agencies is accomplished...how do men fall into such error...They exalt THEMSELVES as men of SUPERIOR JUDGMENT, and THEY have stood as representatives of God. THESE ARE FALSE GODS." TM 362-4. (And that was particularly on the point of 'MEANS' and we are 'INDIVIDUALLY ACCOUNTABLE TO GOD' - what is done with it. TM 362. This is where they REALLY CHANGED THE TESTIMONIES AND LEFT LARGE PORTIONS OUT! This page - TM 362 - they jangled that together from the ORIGINAL TM 181, 185, 186. Like an Irish Mulligan stew - throw it all together and boil it down real good. How does it taste?)
A STRAIGHT TESTIMONY TO THE LAODICEANS

"YOU should study the Testimonies, not to PICK-OUT certain SENTENCES to use as YOU see fit, to strengthen YOUR assertions, while YOU disregard the plainest statements...Baal, Baal, is the choice...in secret cherishing roots of bitterness."

"As the Spirit of the Lord rested upon me... (She saw they were the VOICE OF GOD/) ...I seemed to be present in one of your councils...the American Sentinel. CRITICISMS were passed upon the paper...THIS MUST BE CUT OUT, AND THAT MUST BE CHANGED...ACCUSATIONS and CONDEMNATION...The Lord has not presided at this Council...The steps now being taken by the few cannot be followed by the REMNANT people of God." TM 467-470. 1890.


UNTOLD MILLIONS CAME TO THE ADVENTIST MEETINGS

Or bought the books from the colporteurs. They saw the Testimonies chained to the Laodicean pulpit. WHITE of the Vaults is snarling louder every day - no one has the right to interpret the Holy Writings - ONLY THEIR PRIESTS!

But Justification by Faith teaches that God will hear us in a barn or in a field. As well as in that church!

THE SNARLING WOLF PACK

Again and again the Lord has turned Philistine against Philistine - in the Midnight Hour. And He has done it again. Two things have happened:

1. The killer Jews, out to get Christ and His apostles, the offshoots - made as big a drive as the Adventists did in MISSION 1971 to get all the ORANGUTANGS into the Holy City - ready for the Loud Cry fight against the Romans. But the Jews got a big surprise, and as history is repeated, so will the Adventists.

The gathering together into the city was successful, but then when things did not happen just as they had planned and hoped - they began blaming each other, and Josephus and GC 28-37 tells us:
"The slaughter **WITHIN** was even more dreadful than the spectacle from **WITHOUT**!" That Jew slew Jew, that the streets of Jerusalem were slippery with the blood of Jews – **BEFORE** the Romans battered down the walls.

They did not want the teaching of peace and righteousness, they wanted no character-building, they demanded their right to go to **LAW** – and they reaped as they had sown.

That rebel crew of Adventists and Awakeners, as the Pharisees and Sadducees unite in this Midnight Hour to oppose the truth – will yet turn on each other, and this has already begun. **WHITE** of the Vaults, threatening all who quote the Testimonies without his high and holy authority, found the Reformers terrified and fleeing before him. As an excuse many went over to **YAHWEH** or found some other reason not to quote the Testimonies, such as Rader, Pestes, Bachand. But the glee of **WHITE** was short lived. **NICHOLS** of the Defense Literature Committee was struck down on a very Good Friday, **OLSON** was next, and may there be many happy returns! May the Lord take care of His own!

"It is time, Lord, for Thee to work, for they have made void Thy **LAW**!" Now **WHITE**, like a rat with his back to the wall, has to turn and fight his own! His taking the Testimonies, as the Catholics did with the Bible, like the unclean birds of the Apocalypse – picking and choosing what they want, instead of "**EAT YE ALL OF IT!**"

Has now **BOOMERANGED**, like it **BOOMERANGED** on the Catholics. When the people knew what the cheat had done, they turned on the cheat. Read the following as it applies to those who **FOLLOW IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM!** **TM 362**.

**THE WHITE AND BLACK TRASH IN THE ADVENTIST CHURCH HAVE ALREADY BEGUN TO TURN ON EACH OTHER – AND THIS WILL INCREASE AS THE DAYS GO BY – AS HISTORY IS REPEATED AS FRACTION TURNS ON FRACTION.** "Romanists have persisted in bringing against Protestants the charge of **HERESY**, and willful **SEPARATION** from the **TRUE CHURCH**. But these **ACCUSATIONS** apply rather to themselves." **GC 51**.

"**Ancient writings were FORGED by MONKS.** Decrees of councils before unheard of, were **DISCOVERED**...And a **CHURCH** that had rejected the truth, **GREEDILY** accepted these deceptions."
"Among the propositions... THE CHURCH had never erred, nor would it ever err, according to the Scriptures." GC 56-7.

"By such means did Rome fill her coffers...by their senseless MUMMERY...But the noon of the Papacy was the MIDNIGHT of the World...Like the PHARISEES of Old, the Papal leaders hated the LIGHT which would reveal their sins." GC 59,60.

"UNAUTHORIZED assemblies for religious worship were PROHIBITED...the PURITANS had joined themselves together by a solemn covenant, as the Lord's FREE PEOPLE...Here was the TRUE SPIRIT OF REFORM, the vital principle of Protestantism." GC 290-1.

"FRAUDS AND FORGERIES to advance the power and prosperity of THE CHURCH have in all ages been esteemed LAWFUL by the Papal hierarchy...It was the influence of such teachers that led the Jewish nation to reject their Redeemer...And His fearful denunciations of the Scribes and Pharisees, and His warnings to the people NOT to FOLLOW these BLIND LEADERS, were placed on record as an admonition to future generations." GC 576,596.

FOLLOWING IN THE TRACK OF ROMANISM

"The Roman Church reserves to the clergy the RIGHT to interpret the Scriptures. On the ground that ecclesiastics ALONE are competent to EXPLAIN God's Word... (Protestants also) are taught to accept its teaching AS INTERPRETED BY THE CHURCH; and there are thousands who dare receive NOTHING, however PLAINLY revealed in Scripture, that is CONTRARY to their creed, or the established teaching of their Church. NOT WITHSTANDING THE BIBLE IS FULL OF WARNINGS against false teachers, men are thus ready to commit the keeping of their souls to the clergy." GC 596. (Amazing, isn't it? Did you ever read EW 282? GC 656?)

Like Goliath the Philistine giant that roared out his challenges against Israel, so White of the vaults dared anyone to interpret the Spirit of Prophecy any different than the Holy See in Washington, D.C. Under the guise of copyright law. Not even the Catholics resorted to that low method.

Looking for a fight – he found it, from his rear. The Adventist takes in any kind, into position, so all at once the wolf pack,
as wolf packs often do - began to snarl and snap at each other, and in no time at all - White had his back to the wall.

For two years the elite of the Adventist hierarchy began a campaign (still going strong) through the SPECTRUM magazine and other mediums - to throw out the Testimonies altogether - and WHITE with them!

A NEW BOOK - THE E.G.W. WRITINGS by Arthur L. White - BBH - $2.95 - one of the poorest he ever wrote, reveals how terri-

1883 - they voted to let Uriah Smith change the Testimonies. (With a few flunkies to make it look legal-like.)

1888 - was the first officially admitted book. And the uproar this created was one big enough reason to clamp the lid on 1888. And elevate Wieland and Short in office - for drawing a red herring over the trail.

Now the WHITES and the BLACKS can stand on their head, or turn five somersaults in the air - trying to explain all this away, and how that MRS. WHITE went along with it. But look again at the dates above, and look at this date:

1905: "The past 50 years have not dimmed ONE JOT.. NOT A WORD IS CHANGED OR DENIED...Those who are willing to have the STRAIGHT, plain messages of God CONSUMED, to get them out of their sight, will only give INCREASED PUBLICI-

NOW IF YOU REALLY WANT TO KNOW HOW HONEST(?) THIS WHITE OF THE VAULTS IS (OR IS NOT!) DO THE FOLLOWING:

YOUR REASON FOR BELONGING TO THE ADVENTIST CHURCH COULD DEPEND ON THIS! (Your soul's salvation also!)

(1) Let no human being on Earth influence you!
(2) Make up your own mind - let no one deceive you!
"The truth and the glory of God are inseparable; it is impossible for us, with the Bible within our reach, to honor God by erroneous opinions. It is the FIRST and HIGHEST duty of every rational being to learn from the Scriptures what is truth, and then to walk in the light, and encourage others to follow his example. IGNORANCE of God's Word is sin...With Divine help, we are to form our opinions for ourselves, as we are to answer for ourselves before God." 1884 SOP 4:416. (All mixed up in GC 597-8.)

I have often thought - I would like to pay the time of a dozen law students, who have never read the Book of Revelations, to read REVELATIONS 3! To analyze what it is saying, and determine without consulting each other, which Church goes through! Which Church meets the Lord? (As I said, your soul's salvation could depend on this!)

Not only is URIAH SMITH the author of LAODICEA is LAST and ONLY Church that God has on Earth, but he also TOOK OUT the things in the Testimonies that gave no grounds for that deduction, but he also PUT IN what he thought the Testimonies needed to support that SPEWN OUT means GOING THROUGH - notion.

THEREFORE - consider yourself a LAW STUDENT being paid for your time (With your very life!) and take the book called: (A) THE ORIGINAL GC. (B) THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC. (C) 1884 SOP 4:337-340.

(You can obtain from BBH - the set of FOUR ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY books for about #15.00. Put them in the libraries as a missionary work of the highest order.)

Book Four is the ORIGINAL GREAT CONTROVERSY. Which we now identify by simply calling it 1884 SOP 4:....

Take that book, first printed for us by HEALTH RESEARCH, then to save face - White of the Vaults had it printed, calculating very accurately, knowing the Adventists as he does - taking away the MYSTERY and NOVELTY of this 'FORBIDDEN' book, would cause the lukewarm Laodicean to lose all interest in it. HOW RIGHT HE WAS!

THE SNARES OF SATAN

One would imagine that all sane people would want to know what they are. It is said that Sr. White heard the most beautiful music as in this vision she was taken to the hidden valley where Satan has his headquarters on Earth.

This was an assembly to determine what course to pursue, to overcome the last people of God. LOOK at GC 518. Now turn and LOOK at 1884 SOP 4:337.

I hate even to mention it - but until you obtain your own copy of this most momentous vision, you could see the four-page portion of it as given in TM 472-5.

There it is, as these Vault Manipulators so often ACCUSE - it is OUT of SETTING and CONTEXT. It can only be half understood that way. However, if you do not have the ORIGINAL, that is better than nothing.

NOTHING

NOTHING - NOTHING is what the Vault Manipulators of 1883-1888 intended you to have - NOTHING! For many years as I saw - so many HUNDREDS of places in the Testimonies, I have wondered what other NOTHINGS they intend for us to have-!!!

I appreciate those souls who have kept us alive by their INTEREST and DESIRE to know what the URIAH SMITH element has kept from us. For we were the ones in the World who had these ORIGINAL WRITINGS PRINTED. One after the other. But the majority prefer the interpretation of the Priest, and would fain see the Word chained to the Council of Laodicea pulpit. That way it would bother them less. That way they could continue to BELIEVE the OUTSIDE of the books, as long as they do not look beyond the cover.

NOW LET US TEST YOU-!!!
"The truth and the glory of God are inseparable; it is impossible for us, with the Bible within our reach, to honor God by erroneous opinions. It is the FIRST and HIGHEST duty of every rational being to learn from the Scriptures what is truth, and then to walk in the light, and encourage others to follow his example. IGNORANCE of God’s Word is sin...With Divine help, we are to form our opinions for ourselves, as we are to answer for ourselves before God." 1884 SOP 4:416. (All mixed up in GC 597-8.)

3 I have often thought – I would like to pay the time of a dozen law students, who have never read the Book of Revelations, to read REVELATIONS 3! To analyze what it is saying, and determine without consulting each other, which Church goes through! Which Church meets the Lord? (As I said, your soul’s salvation could depend on this!)

4 Not only is URIAH SMITH the author of LAODICEA is LAST and ONLY Church that God has on Earth, but he also TOOK OUT the things in the Testimonies that gave no grounds for that deduction, but he also PUT IN what he thought the Testimonies needed to support that SPEWN OUT means GOING THROUGH – notion.

5 THEREFORE – consider yourself a LAW STUDENT being paid for your time (With your very life!) and take the book called: (A) THE ORIGINAL GC. (B) THE ORIGINAL 1884 GC. (C) 1884 SOP 4:337–340.

(You can obtain from BBH – the set of FOUR ORIGINAL SPIRIT OF PROPHECY books for about #15.00. Put them in the libraries as a missionary work of the highest order.)

Book Four is the ORIGINAL GREAT CONTROVERSY. Which we now identify by simply calling it 1884 SOP 4:

Take that book, first printed for us by HEALTH RESEARCH, then to save face – White of the Vaults had it printed, calculating very accurately, knowing the Adventists as he does – taking away the MYSTERY and NOVELTY of this 'FORBIDDEN' book, would cause the lukewarm Laodicean to lose all interest in it. HOW RIGHT HE WAS!

THE SNARES OF SATAN

One would imagine that all sane people would want to know what they are. It is said that Sr. White heard the most beautiful music as in this vision she was taken to the hidden valley where Satan has his headquarters on Earth.

This was an assembly to determine what course to pursue, to overcome the last people of God. **LOOK** at GC 518. Now turn and **LOOK** at 1884 SOP 4:337.

I hate even to mention it – but until you obtain your own copy of this most momentous vision, you could see the four-page portion of it as given in **TM 472-5**.

There it is, as these Vault Manipulators so often **ACCUSE** – it is **OUT** of **SETTING** and **CONTEXT**. It can only be half understood that way. However, if you do not have the **ORIGINAL**, that is better than nothing.

**NOTHING**

**NOTHING** – **NOTHING** is what the Vault Manipulators of 1883-1888 intended you to have – **NOTHING**! For many years as I saw – so many **HUNDREDS** of places in the Testimonies, I have wondered what other **NOTHINGS** they intend for us to have–!!!

I appreciate those souls **who** have kept us alive by their **INTEREST** and **DESIRE** to know what the **URIAH SMITH** element has kept from us. For **we were** the ones in the World who had these **ORIGINAL** **WRITINGS** **PRINTED**. One after the other. But the majority prefer the interpretation of the Priest, and would fain see the Word chained to the Council of Laodicea pulpit. That way it would bother them less. **That way they could continue to BELIEVE the OUTSIDE of the books, as long as they do not look beyond the cover.**

**NOW LET US TEST YOU–!!!**

- 47 -
Will the mesmerism of Froom prevent it, DEAD or ALIVE - or will the Holy Spirit win out so you can READ these four pages?

**YOU NOTICE** - I have not influenced you in any way - as to what those four pages teach. I now ask you to read them. But make a job of it. Better check the teaching in the chapter or two AHEAD. Then read this entire chapter - and go on to 1884 SOP 4:337-379.

Now for the last time I ask you - WHO are those four pages TO? Pages 337-340.

Now turn and read those 4 pages. STOP reading another word here. READ those four pages and then come BACK to this-!!!

No book, no Bible, is ever READ until it is MARKED! MARK the KEY WORDS in RED. Mark secondary points in BLUE. CIRCLE a word with special meaning. Then GO BACK and READ it a day or so later - and see how it LIGHTS UP FOR YOU!

**NOW WHAT DO THOSE FOUR PAGES TEACH - ???**

Who are they addressed to-??? Are you dead SURE-???

This is YOUR idea - not MINE-!!! I had NOTHING to do with influencing you. Whatever it is YOU find those four pages teach - that is the Holy Angels working with YOUR OWN CONSCIENCE. Will you state what the teaching of those four pages IS-???. When you see what kind of a trap you are now in - will you be true to yourself and HOLD TO IT-??? Or will you sear your conscience as with a hot iron - just to go along with your WHITED SEPULCHER FULL OF DEAD MEN'S BONES-???

**WILL YOU CHANGE YOUR MIND** as to what those four pages teach? To be true to your Church leaders? Or will you be honest and ADMIT the TRUTH no matter the consequences-???

**THE SNARES OF SATAN**

1884 SOP 4:337. Nothing like your fixed-up GC 518 - is it?

1884 SOP 4:337 - is SPECIFIC. It is a POINTED TESTIMONY - it is a STRAIGHT TESTIMONY to the LAODICEANS! What kind of preachers they have heaped to themselves to suit their itching ears.

GC 518 - the COUNTERFEIT TESTIMONY. VAGUE as Billy Graham. Not POINTED. Not SPECIFIC.
The GREAT CONTROVERSY between Christ and Satan in GENERAL TERMS - over a period of 6,000 YEARS! Some MESSIAH.

1884 SOP 4:337 - starts right out with SPECIFIC TIME - SPECIFIC PEOPLE! "As the People of God approach the perils of the last days..."

Now the Testimony turns to the "popular churches." Satan's interest in them. "He sees that the popular churches are already lulled to sleep by his deceptive power. By pleasing SOPHISTRY and lying wonders he can CONTINUE to hold THEM!" 1884 SOP 4:337.

THAT takes care of the "popular churches." No bother to his Satanic majesty at all. "THEREFORE he directs his angels to LAY THEIR SNARES especially for those who are looking for the second advent of Christ, and endeavoring to keep ALL the commandments of God." (Same.)

THERE WE HAVE THE SNARES OF SATAN and who he is after. Then it goes on to deal with just HOW to trick or snare these PEOPLE OF GOD in THE LAST DAYS. in the areas of the claims of the LAW of God - how to get those who are apt and intelli-gent to serve as decoys to lead the Lovers of Pleasure "to conclude that the requirements of Christ are less STRICT than they once believed." 1884 GC 4:337,339.

Thus the Devil leads them to follow ROGERS, HEPPENSTALL, MARTER, FROOM, BRINSMHEAD, RADER, PESTES, WRIGHT, RUE - and 10,000 others to look for CHARACTER/NATURE CHANGE when Christ-Messiah comes with the ENGLISH JEWS that have taken over the Church with the MAXWELL BOOK OF A NEW ORDER into the very OMEGA of Apostasy!

That is what these pages are all about. FAITH ALONE! ONLY BELIEVE! NO FURTHER EFFORT! Or some other damnable doc-trine that will slowly end up in their keeping SUNDAY! NOT BY FORCE as Uriah Smith put into GC 448-9 - Where the ORIGINAL only had it ONCE! And that is AFTER probation is OVER for "God's people!" 1884 SOP 4:281-2. (T9:97.)

Adventists were thus launched into speculating on what THEY would do when SUNDAY ENFORCED - when Satan is not near as DUMB as that, having learned from the Dark Ages there is a better way than FORCE! - 49 -
And this is the real **SNARE OF SATAN!** And this is what this chapter is all about.

"...we will FINALLY have a LAW to EXTERMINATE...When DEATH shall be made the PENALTY of violating our Sabbath...BUT BEFORE PROCEEDING to these extreme measures..." 1884 SOP 4:338-9. They must be **BRIEDED** by office and position, by lust and pride, to confuse judgment by passion and appetite. By keeping the money "...in our own ranks."

Since the **MAXWELL** book, and all segments of the self-confessed AWAKENING want **NO CHARACTER/NATURE CHANGE** till the English Jew Christ-Messiah comes - (This is the united teaching forged together in MISSION '72! See other reports where we go into it in detail.)

Since it is **USELESS** to try to **BUILD** or **FORM** or **CULTIVATE** a **CHARACTER** or **CHANGE** the **NATURE** - but it must be **GIVEN** as a **GIFT** - (Which is an impeachment against God, for if He can **GIVE** it as a **GIFT** - why does He not up and **DO** it? Why did He not do it for Satan? **MAXWELL** clearly says He will **DO IT** when He comes - do it for ALL without **ASKING** for their permission! If that is so - why **WAIT** all that time?)

What they are clearly saying is "**THE LAW CANNOT BE KEPT!**"  "**SO WHY TRY? CHRIST WILL DO IT ALL!**"  **SATAN:** "We will thus lead them to conclude that the requirements of Christ are **LESS STRICT** than they once believed...thus they will separate from Christ...With the cunning of the Serpent, they entrench themselves behind **DISCONNECTED UTTERANCES** construed to suit their **CARNAL DESIRES**...and then they present their vagaries as the teachings of God’s Word."  "...and by rejecting the truth because it involves a cross...study convenience and POLICY, that they may not be at variance with the World... (1969 Autumn Council resolution to teach **IN COMMON** with all Christianity."  R&H Dec. 18, 1969. p.20.)  **So said FROOM in 1966.**  **So said BRINSMEDA in 1972-3.**  **So said Old Balaam in PP 439-461,467.

"...will be **LEFT** to receive **DAMNABLE HERESY** for religious truth...For this cause God shall send them strong delusion, that they should **BELIEVE a LIE**, that they **ALL** might be **DAMNED** who believed not the truth."  **SOP 4:339-347.**

- 50 -
AS THE SCROLL UNROLLS - THE ORDER OF GOD:

(1) The SHAKING comes by the introduction of FALSE THEORIES. TM 112.

(2) These FALSE THEORIES will be MET by Men of God in the Midnight Hour. PK 187. SM 1:177-215.

(3) This will decide the destiny of the Church.

(4) They will love EASTER and X-MASS so much, they lose the keeping power and Spirit of God and go all the way and keep SUNDAY! GC 443-475. T5:80-2,136,211-2,463.

(5) Adventist sealing is OVER! He that is FILTHY as RDB and FTW now boast - let them be FILTHY STILL!

(6) Now the JUDGMENTS of God come upon this people - "And begin with the Ancient men..." T5:211,212. T9:97.

God will SEAL those on the RIGHT side who take the RIGHT side in this crisis. No others! "MARK THIS POINT WITH CARE." T3:267. This is AS THE STORM APPROACHES! Not here yet! No Sunday Law yet! And they keep SUNDAY when they did not HAVE to! GC 608. T5:463.

"The Lord has a controversy WITH HIS PROFESSED PEOPLE in these Last Days. In this controversy men in responsible positions will take a course directly opposite to that pursued by Nehemiah. They will not only ignore and despise the Sabbath themselves, but they will try to keep it from others by burying it beneath the RUBBISH of... (Of SPURGEON and HEPPENSTALL) ...In Churches and in large gatherings... (With flying saucers and wonders. GC 624. SM 2:383.) ...IN THE OPEN AIR, Ministers will URGE... (That's the word: URGE! NOT FORCE! GC 63,135,449,580,592,610,622-6. PK 188. T5:81,712.)

"Ministers will URGE upon the people the necessity of keeping the first day of the week. There are CALAMITIES on sea and land: And these CALAMITIES will INCREASE, one disaster following close upon another; and the little band of conscientious Sabbath-keepers will be pointed out as the ones who are bringing the Wrath of God upon the World by their disregard of Sunday." RH 1:405. March 18, 1884.

"Every false way is deception, and if SUSTAINED will in the end bring DESTRUCTION. Thus the Lord permits those who maintain false plans to be DESTROYED. At the very time when praise and adulation is heard, SUDDEN DESTRUCTION COMES." (In this large gathering in the OPEN AIR?)
Now we come to the question: Is it abundantly clear what 1884 SOP 4:337–340 is teaching? That Seventh-day Adventists will keep **SUNDAY!** As the **LAST STEP** because without protest they took **STEP BY STEP!** So this **LAST STEP** will be both **EASY** and **POPULAR!** (Watch them next Easter or X-mass! T5:81. GC 608. T5:136, 211–2, 463.)

**Imagine going around as a seventh-day adventist colporteur** - selling a book that tells the people that I, the seller of this book - **will keep sunday!**

No wonder they yanked that out in 1888 - and hid all the evidence of 1888! No Uriah Smith was going to have that kind of teaching around! We must deal in the positive!

Willie White set the pace to reverse his Mother's teachings. "O God - why didst thou choose **my mother?**" "Many of the Testimonies...I would not send them out." "I reasoned that as the Lord has chosen Mother to be His Messenger for the correcting of wrongs in the Church, opening up to her all the dangers, the mistakes, the errors, and the weaknesses and wickedness of men, and as these revelations burdened her heart almost to death..."

"**Therefore it could not be wrong for me** (Willie White) to **gather up** all the words of **cheer** and all the **good news**...and every incident that would show the power of Christ working in the Church... **(Blah, blah, and more blah!)** Magen and Spaulding Collection, p.470. 1905.

The book that White of the Vaults threatened health research **not** to print. Dr. Wilborne wrote me: **"But I am printing it!"** But not for long. He soon found himself in a lawsuit which cost him some $30,000.00. That is the way the whited wall works it. **By law!** As the Jews of old - **go to law!** The last argument of a dying cause!

You may be able to obtain these two Seminary Courses from the White estate:

**Seminary Course - S-270-1959.** p.191–203.

**Seminary Course - T-570-1963.** p.123–145.
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SLOPPING THE WHITE-WASH BRUSH in "Attacks of mere PUIERILE QUIBBLINGS" instead of open admission of the truth that the four pages were LIFTED OUT of GC — because they revealed how the Adventists would keep SUNDAY!

THE ADVENTIST WATERGATE

TAUGHT TO EVERY MINISTER IN THE SEMINARY (And why many of the more honest ones never become Ministers at all!) Their PUIERILE QUIBBLINGS that they lifted those four pages out because: (HEAR! HEAR!)

(1) "Which was very instructive to the ADVENTISTS of America, but which was not appropriate for readers in other parts of the World." S-270:195.

(2) In order to avoid giving "unnecessary offense."

(The Lord did that — did He?) To Catholics (Or Adventists?) and things "partly argumentative" and since, of course — we should use "language that will WIN, rather than OFFEND" and since they knew better than the Lord how to avoid "BITTER and UNPROFITABLE CONTROVERSIES: they just had to MUTILATE the books!

(3) Because, as for those four pages — "...it points out the work that Satan will do in persuading POPULAR MINISTERS..." so carefully couched and worded as to give the impression that will be OTHER CHURCHES. And not the JEWS that will again crucify the Lord of the Sabbath! (You can obtain this in separate sheets from WHITE ESTATE — ask for THE 1911 EDITION OF "GREAT CONTROVERSY.") (We are NOT interested in 1911 Edition but 1888 Edition.)

(4) Finally A.L.WHITE comes right out: 1884 SOP 4:337-340 "dealt with the manner in which Satan employs PROTESTANT MINISTERS (Emphasis mine. See original.) to carry out his objectives in depreciating the Seventh-day Sabbath. This subject should be understood by Seventh-day Adventists." p.116. THE E.G.W. WRITINGS, by Arthur Lacey White. R&H. BBH — $2.95.

p.151 — As he has been doing for decades, his constant point- ing to the 1888 book as the ORIGINAL
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p.161 - As he does in the SEMINARY COURSES - gives the impression that the 1903 PANTHEISM is long since DEAD and GONE - and did NOT go into the OMEGA in the Adventist Church - Sr. White so clearly said it WOULD! SM 1: 193-225.

THIS GREAT AND MASSIVE COVER-UP OPERATION - invaded many other areas of truth, dealt with at length in other papers, send for a packet. Part of this sly COVER-UP operation removed THE MIDNIGHT CRY between the 2nd and 3rd Angels' Messages. 1884 SOP 4:241-272. NO MIDNIGHT CRY WANTED! But it is here! Wanted or not!

{End of Reprint #302}

☆ ☆ ☆

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 16, 1996

In looking for LIGHT on our PATH - I was looking in the ORIGINAL THE GREAT CONTROVERSY, Book 2, 1855, p.50. (This was SO GOOD I just had to put it down:)

"THE WHOLE JEWISH NATION...THE THREATENINGS OF GOD... for a TIME ALARMED THEM. JOHN KNEW that they cherished the IDEA that...they were SECURELY ESTABLISHED in the favor of GOD, while their course of ACTION was ABHORRED BY HIM. Their conduct was, in many respects, even WORSE than that of the HEATHEN NATIONS to whom they felt so much SUPERIOR. The PROPHET faithfully presented to them the ability of GOD to raise up those who would take their place, and would become MORE WORTHY CHILDREN OF ABRAHAM. He told them PLAINLY that GOD was NOT DEPENDENT UPON THEM to fulfill HIS purposes...A tree may bear an EXALTED NAME... (SDA - YAHWEH - REFORM) yet if it produces NO FRUIT, or if its FRUIT is UNWORTHY of the NAME, THE NAME will avail NOTHING in saving the TREE from DESTRUCTION...Of THORNS men do not gather FIGS, nor of a BRAMBLE BUSH gather they GRAPES."

"JOHN REBUKED THEIR SELFISH PRIDE and AVARICE. HE WARNED THEM of their UNBELIEF, and CONDEMNED their HYPOCRISY. He told them that they had NOT fulfilled the CONDITIONS of the COVENANT...stamped their CHARACTERS as A GENERATION OF VIPERS...Every tree which bringeth NOT forth good FRUIT is hewn DOWN, and cast into the FIRE."
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...their WORKS denied their FAITH, and without TRUE REPENTANCE for their SINS they would have NO PART in the KINGDOM of CHRIST...all their PROFESSION was of no more value than CHAFF...This has been the DANGER of THE PEOPLE OF GOD in all ages; and ESPECIALLY in this THE DANGER of those living near the CLOSE OF TIME!" THE GREAT CONTROVERSY, Book 2, (1877), p.50-53.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - OCTOBER 18, 1996

I LIKE THIS: "THE FEARLESS MANNER in which the PROPHET JOHN had DENOUNCED the PHARISEES and EXPOSED their INIQUITY and HYPOCRISY, STARTLED those who had been accustomed to seeing them HONORED and EXALTED...his earnest and fervent EXHORTATIONS, his COURAGEOUS WARNINGS and REPROOFS, such as they had NEVER BEFORE HEARD...resembled the prophet ELIJAH..." GC 2:72.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 9, 1996

TO ANNE HOLMES - NEW HAZELTON, B.C. WRITE TO US - WE WILL SEND THE LETTER ON.

THE NEW SDA HYMNAL

IS ONE OF THE NEW (WORLD ORDER) BOOKS. SOUND(?)
SONGS FOR CONGREGATIONAL SINGING? READING 864: (VICTORY, CELEBRATION RC's NOT ACCORDING TO BIBLE.)

READING 831 - CANTATAS and PRAYERS. SONG p.402. REQUIEM MASS to the DEAD! SONG p.403 - SUNWORSHIP (R.C. SONG) Adventist Youth Song. CHANGED WORDING EZEKIEL 8 & 9. (8:16,17.) SONG p.13 - NEW SONGS OF CELEBRATION RENDERS. #678. GOD BE IN MY HEAD (REPETITIONS). SONGS p.142. GOD CAN BE WORSHIPPED BY ANY NAME. (ALLAH, BUDDHA, ACTS 4:12.) SONG p.3. WORSHIPPING MARY - Let my soul like MARY. SONG p.151 - STRANGE in THEOLOGY - CHECK SM 1:204. SONG p.402. MEMORIAL BREAD (EUCHARIST) MASS to the DEAD. On other pages also. There may be much more that I did not yet catch up to. That is enough for now. THANK YOU.

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 14, 1996

LAST MINUTE NEWS - RWANDA and ZAIRE - A MILLION ON THE RUN AGAIN! IN THE NEWS EVERY DAY!
THE CANADIAN GOVERNMENT SENDING ARMED FORCES TO TRY TO GET FOOD SUPPLIES TO STARVING HORDES. IN REAL DANGER THEMSELVES. TWO PLAGUE DISEASES BROKE OUT. WAR BETWEEN FACTIONS. NOBODY KEEPS THEIR WORD. NOBODY CAN PREDICT OUTCOME. KILLING EACH OTHER FOR FOOD. REALLY AWFUL. GENOCIDE NOW! AS USUAL - SEEM TO HAVE ALL KINDS OF MONEY FOR SOLDIERS AND BULLETS. ORDERED TO SHOOT THOSE THAT ARE DOWN AND HELPLESS. SO-CALLED CHRISTIANS! TURN AND SHOOT THEIR OWN CHURCH MEMBERS-!!! (SDA TUTUS SHOOT SDA TUTSII) SDA IDIOT CHURCH LEADERS TRIED TO CLAMP THE LID ON IT - BUT NO MORE! THE LID HAS BEEN BLOWN RIGHT OFF-!!! IT IS NOW COMING BEFORE THE WORLD COURT IN THE HAGUE! ABOUT TIME. BUT FIND THE IDIOTS THAT WILL STILL TRY TO DENY IT! DO NOT BE SURPRISED IF GOD VOTES - BY FIRE - FLOOD - AND EARTHQUAKE! IN AMERICA!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 29, 1996

(PEOPLE IN AUSTRALIA) - may be surprised to know that we are SNOWED IN - till APRIL/MAY 1997. SNOWED IN-!!! IT COST $50.00 to plow me out! Maybe next SPRING - it will $200.00 or more! And yet this is called A DESERT! And when we see REPORTS from other places in the WORLD - we can THANK GOD we are MERCIFULLY IMMUNE! But I sure HATE COLD WEATHER! Always did.

NO WONDER THEY WORSHIP THE SUN!  JUST THINK  - it casts its RAYS ALL AROUND - only a TINY FRACTION reaches the EARTH - and it never BURNS UP-!!! I don’t believe it but they claim - SOME SUNS ARE ACTUALLY GROWING-!!! (EVERY STAR IS A SUN!) ORION (EW 14) is NOT a SUN - it is a NEBULA - actually BILLIONS OF SUNS! In the shape of a TUNNEL - the HOLY CITY comes down through that TUNNEL! IMAGINE! CHRIST WAS A CREATOR! AND THE THING HE CREATED! (LUCIFER!) Tried to KILL THE CREATOR! (ASK MIKE CLUTE - and his WOMEN from the PAPER-DOLLIE WARD!) HOW THEY EXPLAIN THAT-!!!??? They say there is NOT a single ATHEIST among ASTRONOMERS! (NOTICE! I DID NOT SAY ASTROLOGERS!) ONCE WE GET INTO ASTRONOMY - we get into UNFATHOMABLE WONDERS AND MYSTERIES! Or how a CREATOR could become a BABE in a MANGER! THE COMMANDER OF UNIVERSES! OR WHEN HE COMES:

"A FIERY STREAM SHALL ISSUE...BEFORE HIM!"
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THOUGHT FOR TODAY - NOVEMBER 30, 1996

And yet the SAINTS will be KEPT - when SATAN HIMSELF will fear for his very existence! 1884 GC 459 to 492. (The END of that book!) THE END OF SATAN - MAXWELL - MIKE CLUTE - and all who fought against PHILADELPHIA THE CHURCH TRIUMPHANT!!!

FOR MORE TRUTH THAN YOU EVER SAW IN YOUR LIFE - IF YOU HAVE PUBLICATION #334 - JULY 15, 1976 - you have a JEWEL! GUARD IT WITH YOUR LIFE! (I believe this was reprinted. They will know at the shop - you might get a copy there.) THE NARROW PATH PUBLISHERS, 1926 HWY. 21 NORTH, MALO, WA. 99150-9703. (If not - write to me again!)

AN OPEN CHALLENGE TO VANCE FERRELL

HE CLAIMS THAT ALL THREE - THE GREAT CONTROVERSY - (1884 - 1888 - 1911) - "ALL THREE ARE FULLY INSPIRED!"

ALRIGHT - TAKE 1884 GC 235 - NOTE CAREFULLY WHAT IT SAYS! ADD TO THAT WHAT IS WRITTEN ON PAGES 384 and 388 and ON...

YOU MIGHT SAY - ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235 - WAS THROWN RIGHT OUT!!!

TO MAKE ROOM FOR THE CRAZIEST HELL BELIEVERS - PORK EATERS - SUNDAY KEEPERS - IN THE WHOLE RELIGIOUS WORLD! BAR NONE!

HOPKINS - GUTHRIE - SPURGEON -

AS THOUGH THEY were on the side of THE THIRD ANGEL'S MESSAGE! What else need be said - VANCE FERRELL-??? THAT CHANGE IN 1888 and 1911 BOOKS - THAT CHANGE IS FULLY INSPIRED-!!! YOU ARE SURE YOU HAVE NOT "COMMitted THE SIN AGAINST THE HOLY GHOST!" - ?????????????

YOU REPRESENT THESE DEVILS AS BELIEVERS-???
CHURCHILL CIGAR-SMOKING SPURGEON WAS A CHRISTIAN-???
WHAT WAS WRONG IN ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235-???
WHY DID IT NEED TO BE IMPROVED-???
NONE OF THESE (AND CALVIN) WAS RECOMMENDED BY ELLEN G. WHITE!
NOT ONE OF THEM! NOT EVER-!!!
"BORNED" ADVENTISTS - WET BEHIND THE EARS - WE DO NOT GO BY THEM!
TO TELL US ANYTHING! WE WILL TELL THEM!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 1, 1996

Have we been CAPTIVATED with and by the LOVE CULT-???
IRRESPONSIBLE LOVE? He LOVES us NO MATTER WHAT WE DO-???
As you know - we have been trying to bring some SANITY in the picture. We have a good one today. I just had to put it down before I lost it and may not find it again. This ought to halt some in their TRACKS! No one told them THIS is in the TESTIMONIES! THE SENSE IS THERE - but not these EXACT WORDS - I hope to see this go around the World-!!!
AFTER SR. WHITE DESCRIBES VARIOUS SITUATIONS, SHE SAYS:

"Many who PROFESS to be the MINISTERS of CHRIST - have MISTAKEN their MASTER. They CLAIM to be serving CHRIST and are NOT AWARE that it is SATAN'S BANNER under which they are RALLYING. They may be WORLDY-WISE and eager for STRIFE and VAINGLORY, making a SHOW of doing a GREAT WORK - but GOD HAS NO USE FOR THEM!" T4:337.

"GOD HAS NO USE FOR THEM!

THAT AT ONCE PUTS AN END TO "I AM SAVED, SINLESS, HOLY!" "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" (The GROUND opened up for THAT!) "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (Found three times in GC - SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER! WHERE IT BELONGS!) NO WHERE ELSE! YOU ARE BEING LED BY SPIRITUALISTS!

{To be continued in a future publication.}
CHURCHILL CIGAR-SMOKING SPURGEON WAS A CHRISTIAN-???
WHAT WAS WRONG IN ORIGINAL 1884 GC 235-???
WHY DID IT NEED TO BE IMPROVED ???
NONE OF THESE (AND CALVIN) WAS RECOMMENDED BY ELLEN G. WHITE!
NOT ONE OF THEM! NOT EVER-!!!
"BORNE" ADVENTISTS - WET BEHIND THE EARS - WE DO NOT GO BY THEM!
TO TELL US ANYTHING! WE WILL TELL THEM!

THOUGHT FOR TODAY - DECEMBER 1, 1996
Have we been CAPTIVATED with and by the LOVE CULT-???
IRRESPONSIBLE LOVE? HE LOVES us NO MATTER WHAT WE DO-???
As you know - we have been trying to bring some SANITY in the picture. We have a good one today. I just had to put it down before I lost it and may not find it again. This ought to halt some in their TRACKS! No one told them THIS is in the TESTIMONIES! THE SENSE IS THERE - but not these EXACT WORDS - I hope to see this go around the World-!!!
AFTER SR. WHITE DESCRIBES VARIOUS SITUATIONS, SHE SAYS:

"Many who PROFESS to be the MINISTERS of CHRIST - have MISTAKEN their MASTER. They CLAIM to be serving CHRIST and are NOT AWARE that it is SATAN'S BANNER under which they are RALLYING. They may be WORLDLY-WISE and eager for STRIFE and VAINGLORY, making a SHOW of doing a GREAT WORK - but GOD HAS NO USE FOR THEM!" T4:337.

"GOD HAS NO USE FOR THEM"

THAT AT ONCE PUTS AN END TO "I AM SAVED, SINLESS, HOLY!" "THE CONGREGATION IS HOLY - EVERY ONE OF THEM!" (The GROUND opened up for THAT!) "THE ASSURANCE OF SALVATION!" (Found three times in GC - SPIRITUALISM CHAPTER! WHERE IT BELONGS!) NO WHERE ELSE! YOU ARE BEING LED BY SPIRITUALISTS!

{To be continued in a future publication.}
| FACT #1 | Christ is on the **OUTSIDE** of the Laodicean Door. He knocks from the **OUTSIDE**. |
| FACT #2 | "And at **MIDNIGHT** the cry was heard: Go ye **OUT** to meet Him!" That is where we will find Him - **OUTSIDE**! |
| FACT #3 | It is a **COMPANY** (EW 270-1. T1:180-2) that give this **STRAIGHT TESTIMONY** to the Laodiceans. As the **SEALING** begins. |
| FACT #4 | "The **BEGINNING** of the path (the beginning of the **SEALING**) which an Angel told me was the **MIDNIGHT CRY**." EW 14. "The **FIRST END** of the path." WTF 14. 1846 **BROADSIDE**. "High above the World." |
| FACT #5 | The Straight Testimony is **TO** the Laodiceans, not **FROM** the Laodiceans. |
| FACT #6 | The Straight Testimony **TO** the Laodiceans is **FROM** a **COMPANY**. |
| FACT #7 | It is the **NUMBER** of this **COMPANY** that **LESSEN** - not the number of the Laodiceans that **LESSEN**. The numbers of the Laodiceans do not lessen. |
| FACT #8 | The **NUMBERS** of the little **COMPANY** also called **PROCESSION**. COL 406. Also called 11th Hour Men. COL 399. That **LESSEN** as some leave the **LIGHT** and go **BACK** into **MIDNIGHT DARKNESS** - **BACK** into **LAODICEA** - **OUT** of the **LIGHT**. (See this in **FOOTNOTES** found in T1:180-2.) |
| FACT #9 | To go **OUT** of the company means to go **OUT** into **DARKNESS** deep as **MIDNIGHT**. |
| FACT #10 | The last saving message to Laodicea is go **OUT** to be in the **LIGHT**. |

This is a "**Go ye OUT to meet Him!**" production.  

* * * * *